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Dexter man
arrested on
drug charges

"But let all who take refuge in you be glad; let
them ever sing for joy.
Spread your protection
over them, that those
who love your name
may rejoice in you."
Psalm 5:11
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MCCH trustees tour Owen House. Pg. 7A
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Pumping up Kentucky ag

Special to the Liedgar
A Dexter man faces a variety
of charges after he was found
passed out in his car Tuesday
afternoon with a needle in his
arm.
Justin Burkeen, 29, of Dexter was arrested after allegedly
leading police on a brief chase
after being awakened by a police officer.
Paducah police were called
about 12:50 p.m. to a report of a
man passed out in a running car
with a syringe sticking out of
his arm on Ashcraft Avenue in
Paducah. Officer Linda Hodgson found the man as described,
with a belt wrapped around his
arm. She woke him and told
him to turn his car off.
According to Hodgson, the
man put the car into gear and
fled, nearly hitting a Mercy Regional ambulance that responded to the scene. Hodgson followed the car, but lost sight of
it. According to the Paducah police report, another officer was
nearby and didn't see the man's
car pass, so officers surmised
that he had turned into the shopping center where the Wal-Mart
Supercenter is located.
The report said that Officer
Nathan Antonites spotted the
man parked and putting someJOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
thing into the trunk of his car,
Robert Guerin of Murray greets Kentucky Governor's Office of Agriculture Policy Executive Director Warren Beeler
but when Antonites yelled at
Tuesday evening prior to Beeler's speech at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
him, the man got back into his
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Beeler speaks
to Lions Club
during Tuesday
visit to Murray
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwrightOmurrayledgercom
It was a night of education
during Tuesday's meeting of
the Murray Lions Club.
With agriculture normally
not a main topic of discussion
for the club, it was decided
that Tuesday's gathering at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
would be the time to cross into
that territory. Leading the journey was a high-ranking state
agriculture official - Warren
Beeler, the executive director
of the Governor's Office of Agriculture Policy - who spent
about 30 minutes doing his best
to educate everyone in a packed
room.
And one thing he made sure
to get across is how the commonwealth of Kentucky is very
strong with this subject, emphasizing what is apparently ,
a favorite saying of his, "plain
and simple."
"We've never done it so.
good," Beeler said, noting how
major advances in technology
have advanced Kentucky in
s- See BEELER Page 5A

Former fire chief leads new deer meat program for community
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com

reality. Scott,an avid sportsman,
along with several others locally with the same interest, has
Pat Scott retired as Murray's formed a nonprofit called the
fire chief several years ago, and Needy Meat Program of Mursaid all that did was give him ray-Calloway County, which is
more time to think about things. designed to provide an outlet for
He said usually this happens hunters to use their deer harvests
at about 4:30 in the morning. An to help stock the pantries of a
idea comes into his head and, pair of local agencies - Needline
pretty soon, he is trying to make of Murray Calloway County and
the idea come to fruition.
Soup for the Soul.
Well lately, one of those 4:30
"I'm just an old firefighter
a.m. ideas has indeed become and I get to thinking about stuff,

and I don't know why it happens trict. However, Scott said he
this way, but when I get one of learned that this program, which
these ideas in my head at 4:30 in does allot deer meat to all eight
the morning, I can't go back to counties of the Purchase,includsleep," Scott said. "I've always ing Calloway. requires hunters
been in public service and it's wishing to donate to take their
one of those things where I won- harvest to a processing facility
der how to fix and how to help a in Melber. which is located on
situation."
the McCracken/Graves county
Such a program does exist line.
in the area, the Hunters for the
He said he also learned from
Hungry program that receives Needline Executive Director
grant assistance from the Pur- Tonia Casey that her agency
chase Area Development Dis- receives 375 pounds of veni-

son meat each year. which is
the specified allotment for each
county.
"That's a good program, but
I'm thinking we could do better. And, from talking to Tonia,
when you're talking about serving as many as 1,000 clients a
month, that 375 pounds doesn't
go very far," Scott said, relating
to a hunter's situation. "You've
just spent all day in the woods,
/m- See DEER Page 2A

As predicted, absentee voting Brush fire reported in northern Calloway
starts heavy in Calloway
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayiedger.com

which would have been a busy
anyway," Faulkner said Tuesday. "Things have settled down
During last week's meeting a bit today. They're averaging
of the Calloway County Board one every 30 minutes: it was still
of Elections, Calloway County a fairly steady stream on MonClerk Antonia Faulkner made a day,though."
prediction that already had some
All told, she said 220 absenevidence in place to confirm her tee voters have taken advantage
suspicions.
of this privilege since Friday, a
Absentee voting for the Nov. clear sign that this election will
8 general election was going be quite different from some
to be heavy and a clerk in an- election days she has overseen,
other county where absentee where turnout struggled to inch
voting had opened quite early over the 10-percent mark.
had told her 75 voters had cast
"It really wouldn't surprise
absentee ballots on the first day. me,based on the start we've had,
Still, when that segment of the that we wouldn't double our toelection began inside her office tal before the absentee voting
at the Calloway County Court- period ends," Faulkner said of
house Friday morning, she ad- the Nov. 7 deadline. "There just
mits she was quite surprised by seems to be more interest in this
the turnout.
election. Ofcourse, you have the
"We had 97 voters that day. I
was thinking we might have 75,
Sae VOTING Page 2A
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Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel are shown Tuesday afternoon as they prepare
to send their vehicles toward smoke seen billowing in the background from a brush
fire along McElrath Road in north Calloway County. It appears the blaze started when
winds caused a temporarily unattended rubbish fire to grow quickly and eventually become out of control. Both CCFR and Hardin-South Marshall firefighters responded with
several units and were on the scene for nearly two hours, then returned after hot spots
were reported an hour later. Calloway County Emergency Management Director Bill Call
estimated the blaze consumed about two or three acres of land. Kentucky Is under Its
fall fire hazard season through Dec. 15, making It Illegal to bum anything within 150 feet
of any woodland or brushland.
,
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Daily Forecast
Today: Mostly sunny, with a high near 78.
South southeast wind 5
to 10 mph.
Tonight: A 20 percent
chance of showers after
lam. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 56. Southwest wind around 6 mph.
Thursday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near
72. Southwest wind
around 6 mph becoming
northwest in the afternoon.
Thursday
Night:
Mostly clear, with a low
around 49. Light and
variable wind.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 76. Calm wind

becoming south southwest around 6 mph in
the morning.
Friday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around
57. South southwest
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Saturday:
Sunny,
with a high near 79.
Southwest wind 6 to 13
mph, with gusts as high
as 20 mph.
Night:
Saturday
Mostly clear, with a low
around 58. Southwest
wind around 7 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with
a high near 75. West
southwest wind 6 to 9
mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly clear, with a low
around 55. Light and
variable wind.
Monday: Sunny, with
a high near 76. South
southeast wind 5 to 9
mph.
Monday
Night:
Mostly clear, with a low
around 57. South wind
around 6 mph.

From front
you get your deer, you battle
with it for a long time, and now
you're gong to drive all the way
up to Melber (about an hour
from Murray), then drive an
hour back? No, you're not going to want to do that."
Scott also said that, once a
deer is field dressed, the clock
begins ticking as far as preserving the taste of the meat. That
is why he said it was important
to find a processor within close
proximity for Calloway hunters,
and he believes he found such
a place.
Needy Meat has contracted
with Hart Farms of Almo to
have deer processed at $40 per
deer, which accounts for the
de-boning and grinding of the
meat; Scott said that is how both
Casey and Soup for the Soul's
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Debbie Smith have requested
Pat Scott of Murray (right) took the opportunity of attending Tuesday evening's Lions
the meat be received.
"We have formed a board Club meeting where Kentucky Governor's Office of Agriculture Policy Warren Beeler
because you've got to pay for (left) spoke in hopes of letting Beeler know about the Needy Meat Program for Murthe processing part," Scott said, ray-Calloway County he is forming. Scott said he met Beeler to see if he could offer
noting that any hunter wishing assistance to the program and said he came away from his brief discussion with Beeler
to donate a deer for the program feeling confident that a meeting will happen In the near future.
can do so free of charge."That's
(meat) to the places that
for ones who just want to do- Returning to his public safety the person swerved to avoid the item
nate to what we're trying to do. roots, he said several incidents deer but hit a tree. That's what can help the people that need the
you take a bunch of
Obviously, if they're wanting the past few weeks in which ve- is so frustrating with these kinds food. When
to have it processed for them- hicles struck deer on area high- of things. When someone has a problems and they solve one anselves, well, they're on their ways are a reason this program crash, by the time everyone gets other, that's just cool!"
Members of the Needy Meat
there, the deer is gone but the
is needed.
own.
"I looked it up the other day car is off the road or smashed in Program Board include Scott,
"Traditionally around here,
Ernstberger, Kenny
though, hunters usually just and the average crash with a deer a tree. Everyone,though,knows Bryan
Darnell, Don Cherry, Burton
take what they can use and if of a vehicle results in at least that the deer caused it.
"So, here it is in a nutshell. Young, Dale Thomasson and
they knew someone was need- $4,000 in damage. My daughter
ing a deer, they'll take care of hit a deer several days ago(near We're solving a bunch of prob- Johnny Yarbrough. Scott also
Murray) and that was worth lems at the same time. We've said an account for the nonprofit
that."
$5,000.
Then you have med- got hungry people who can be has been opened at The Murray
Along with wanting to solve
a hunger issue, Scott also said ical bills that can be included helped. We've got too many Bank.
For more information about
he thinks this program can help that go on top of that," he said, deer and they need to be conwith thinning a deer herd that is mentioning a fatal incident in trolled. Plus you have a chance this program, phone Scott at
entirely too large for this area. Graves County. "With that one, to supply the highest-priced 270-753-1490. IN
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presidential race, but something
that is coming from that is that
there are 14 write-in candidates
available who have submitted
their documentation and I think
that's getting a lot of attention.
"Plus, here locally, you have
a Fifth District state representative's race between (Reinthlican
Partyncuinbrit) .Knanx %Imes
and (DemoCiatie Parfr challenger) David Ramey that's got
a lot of people interested, plus
you now have a write-in candidate (Jane Brandon) involved
with the Murray City Council

race that has added something
to that race. There seems to be
quite a bit of attention on these
races."
Absentee voting is available
only to residents of a county
who know they will not be able
to exercise their voting rights
on the day of the election. The
main reason for this is a voter
knowing he will be out of town
on the day of the election.
Faulkner stresses that this is
not classified as early voting,
where a voter can simply take
care of the process before the
actual day of election, regardless of the reason.
In order to vote absentee,

Faulkner said it can only be
handled by mail, meaning that
even though the deadline is 4
p.m. Nov. 7, it is highly recommended that any application be
handled much earlier. Applications cannot be received by the
Clerk's Office online or in person.
Absentee voting is conducted inside Faulkner's office on
the second floor of the Courthouse and is available from 8
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays though the day
before the election. Anyone
with questions can phone the
Clerk's Office at 270-753-3923.
•

Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Your Gift Matters!
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FRESH WHOLE

BONELESS PORK
LOINS
11 99
LB

SLICED FREE

SLICED FREE!

BONELESS BEEF TOP
ROUND STEAK OR
T
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Woman's Clinic has been there when you needed us.
The real physical stress of fighting breast cancer can
open the door to other ills, and you'll have to fight them, too.
But you dont have to do it alone.
Murray

Together, we'll win.
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-Once you taste the best, you'll expect nothing less!''
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A 'Youthful'Community Foundation

DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey

Retained earnings are a must
Dear Dave,
My husband owns a small landscaping and masonry company. His profits over the last couple of
years have been about $80,000 annually. We were
wondering if we should be setting aside some retained earnings.
Kim
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Dear Kim, ,
Yes,all businesses should have retained earnings. In the personal finance world, we would
call that an emergency fund. It can be difficult
in the business world sometimes though. You're
talking about running a business, making a
profit, feeding your family, and saving money
in the business. This isn't an easy process no
matter how long you've been in business.
One way to solve the problem, though, is to
take a percentage of your profits at the end of
the month and set it aside for retained earnings
first. Do this before you take any profits home
or distribute them under a profit sharing plan.
It doesn't have to be a big percentage, but you
should be setting money aside every month for
the company.
The beauty of doing this is you'H have money sitting there to replace equipment and other
expenditures down the road. Just remember
that it's all taxable. Whether you're in an LLC,
Sub S Corp or sole proprietorship, any money
you make as profit — whether you take it home
or not — is taxable. So your retained earnings
may be saved, but they will be reduced by the
taxes on it each year.
Anything you do in business requires money, and to avoid going into debt you're going
to need retained earnings. Good question, Kim!
— Dave

IITED!

Be professional
Dear Dave,
I'm about to turn in my two-week notice after
17 years with my company. It's a small business,
and everyone is like family, but the last raise I received was 50 cents and that was 10 years ago.
I've always worked hard and done my job well,
but I need to move on to a better-paying position
I've found. Do you have any advice on how to
handle this situation?
1T
Dear JT,
Leaving people you care about is always
hard. It sounds like they could have treated you
better in terms of financial compensation, but
things might have been just too tight. Regardless, this is a situation where you have to put
yourself and your family first.
First,accentuate the positive. Let them know
that your time there has been like working with
family and you appreciate everything they've
done for you. If they ask you why you're leaving, be honest but kind. Let them know that
your income wasn't changing for the better,
and you time to take another position with bet
ter pay. Let them know, too, that you fully intend to honor your two-week notice unless they
would rather you didn't.
It does no good to throw stones over your
shoulder as you leave, JT. That kind of thing
says more about you than it does about them.
So just show a lot of gratitude and kindness.
It's going to be a tough situation emotionally
for all concerned, so do your best to make it
professional, honest and friendly.
—Dave

By Shalby Clark
MSU student intern

added visibility in the community to the foundation. Youth can
attract new assets to the founInvolving young people in dation which brings new partphilanthropy has numerous pos- ners interested in youth issues.
itive impacts on the community, Controversial issues may be
foundations and the young peo- addressed, at times adding crediple themselves. Creating a better bility from the community.
community for all is a common
"Young people bring a new
goal shared. Get them involved approach to grant making. While
in your programs and gain the young people may not have the
benefits discussed below.
experience,they bring a new enThe local community benefits ergy to the work — they don't see
when the young people involved limitations, but think outside the
give back to the community and box," from the Michigan Comcontribute to the positive profile munity Foundation.
of youth. Youth issues that are
Youth who participate gain
sometimes overlooked and un- experience they may not get
spoken can be addressed,as well otherwise. Participating also
as create permanent and more encourages community involvesubstantive opportunities for ment by means of leadership and
youth engagement. The commu- service through inspiring an ethnity is given a new perspective ic of service and generosity. One
and respect for youth as they of the most valuable impacts on
become a positive force in the young people from this expericommunity, engage in volunteer ence is that they feel that their
projects, visit nonprofit organi- voices are heard and they can
zations, speak articulately and make a difference in their comparticipate in decision-making munity. Young people are full
on local issues.
of energy, new ideas and aspiThere is also impact on the rations with sometimes no avefoundation. The young people nue to be involved. Creating that
have energy and excitement they avenue has great value proven
bring to the foundation and the by the youth advisory commitwork being done. Having them tees at the Michigan Communiout in the community brings ty Foundation, where youth are

to1.•, I.v. i. as,..

I
604141umt.ey
FOUNDATION
Articie OS
connected and hold value.
With such benefits from the
partnership of youth and foundations, there is no reason not to
reap these benefits. Youth bring
assets to all nonprofit organizations and the pursuit of their
goals. The Community Foundation in Michigan has proven the
reasons to involve them.
To learn more about MCCF
and how you can get involved,
visit mcccf.org or contact Harold Hurt, president of MCCCF,
at 270-761-6880 or any of the
following board members: Linda Avery, 270-753-0060; Gary
Brockway, 270-753-0503; Matt
Hale, 270-753-5411; Bob Long,
270-809-3734; Brian Overbey, 270-767-2000; Dick Weaver270-753-2899; Zach Dunlap, 270-816-3880; or Sharlisa
Smotherman,270-293-9304. II
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NEWLY REMODELED IN OUR OLD LOCATION!

* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and CEO of Ramsey Solutions. He has authored seven best-selling books,
including The Total Money Makeover. The Dave
Ramsey Show is heard by more than 12 million
listeners each week on 575 radio stations and multiple digital platforms. Follow Dave on the web at
daveramsey.com and on Twitter at @DaveRamsey.
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Dear friends,
Jon Wuest here with Family
Chiropractic Center of Murray
and you read the headline
right. I'm proud to be a loser...
I've just lost 16 pounds in one
month, 12 of those fat pounds
and it wasn't a fluke. Before
I tell you how I did it, let me
give you a little insight into my
weight loss journey. Due to
some great genes from a couple
of great parents, I was able
to eat and drink pretty much
whatever I wanted for 43 years
and not worry about putting
on weight. Then something
happened. I started gaining
a pound one month, a half
pound the next, two a month
from Halloween to New Years.
I tried working out harder
and eating better but it was to
no avail. So I did what many
do. I bought bigger pants and
retired several shirts that had
"shrunk in the dryer" and fell
back into the same routine.
Then about 3 months ago I
stepped on a scale, and to my
dismay, I was hit with the realization that I had put on about
25 pounds in 2 years. I decided
right then and there that I was
losing these pounds.
I dedicated myself to the
gym and I started eating a balanced diet and after a month,
I had lost a pound and a half. I
didn't consider that was good
after all the work I put in so I
decided to turn to technology.
I googled "weight loss" and
after two pages of the latest
super fruit from Brazil, the ice
cream diet and the cayenne
pepper,lemon juice and honey
diet, I found something that
really caught my attention.
I clicked on it and the first
sentence I read was:"The Ideal
Protein Weight Loss Method is
•

Proud to be a Loser"

a medically designed protocol that promotes weight loss
while sparing muscle mass."
Well, what more could you ask
for? This sounded too good
to be true so I started investigating. To make a long story
short, after a week of reading
not only the science behind the
diet but also reviews by doctors
themselves, I decided to not
only get the diet for myself but
to also make it available to my
patients and members of the
Murray community.
How to Eat.
For the body, simple and
complex carbohydrates are
the equivalent of a checking
account, while fat is considered
a savings account Money can
be withdrawn from a checking
account or a savings a count,
but it is not spent in the same
way. To lose weight we must
learn to live off our savings
account. If you restrict daily
consumption of sugars and
fats, your body will be forced
to turn to its other resources
for energy, fat and muscle.
That's a problem. Muscle is the
engine that burns calories. And
if you have less muscle, you '11
burn fewer calories and store
more fat The solution is to restrict your daily consumption
of simple and complex sugars
and fats but consume high biological protein at the same time
to prevent muscle loss. This is
what our protocol provides.
Why the Ideal Protein
Weight Loss Method?
Firstly, because the Ideal
Protein Weight Loss Method helps to maintain muscle
mass. Remember, muscles
burn calories. Secondly, and
most importantly, because it's

cool down. Once it has cooled
you can then restart it to make
it more efficient. This is exactly
what you will do with your
pancreas.
By restricting simple and
complex carbohydrate intake
you will give your pancreas
much needed rest and the
time to regenerate.

r on uest wit is poun s o
and n$ fat is stored. However,
now known that whatever the
reasons for weight gain, there's
it an overweight individual
always a common denomieats sugar, their pancreas will
nator: insulin dysfunction
produce more insulin than
and pancreatic dysfunction.
necessary.
Explanation: Insulin is a
Consequences:
hormone made by the pancreas 1. Insulin will cause that indiwhen you eat simple or comvidual 's blood sugar level to
plex carbohydrates. Insulin has fall too low. He or she will tend
two roles in the body:
to be hypoglycaemic' and crave
1. Insulin decreases the blood
more sugar.
sugar level (glycemia)
2. At the same time, the excess
2. Insulin promotes fat storage. insulin will make that indiIt converts the combination
vidual gain weight because, as
of sugar and fat we eat into fat
was mentioned earlier, insulin
that is stored in cells.
is the hormone that causes
If an individual does not have a weight gain.
weight problem and eats sugar,
When the pancreas is in
their pancreas will produce
this state, it is functioning
exactly the right amount of
like an overheated engine.
insulin needed to bring their
When an engine overheats, it
must be shut off to enable it to
blood sugar to a normal level

Why Ideal Protein foods?
Weight loss is unnatural
this is why you will need Ideal
Protein foods to achieve your
goal. For example, if a woman
who weighed 120 pounds in
her youth gains 60 pounds for
one reason or another, she'll
weigh 180 pounds. Although
that's unfortunate, it happens
often. And if she were to lose 60
pounds, she'd weigh 60 pounds!
That's not unfortunate; that's
abnormal and serious. This
example shows that weight loss
is so unnatural that nature did
not provide foods for weight
loss. We eat to store fat, not to
draw on it. When you eat 100
grams of meat, your protein
intake is only about 15 grams
and not 100 grams. A 100 gram
piece of meat contains 65 grams
of water, connective tissue and
saturated fats and 15 grams of
protein. Your body will assimilate only about 10 to 12 grams
of the 15 grams of protein. This
is not the case with our protein
foods. Each packet contains
about 20 grams of high biological protein. Since they are high
biological value protein foods,
your body will assimilate almost
all of it A packet of protein contains about 90 to 100 calories.
If you wanted to get the same
amount of protein from meat,
you 'd have to eat about 300
calories worth of meat.

Ideal Protein foods are the
best way to get a maximum
amount of protein with a
minimum amount of calories.
Guarantee of Service
Obviously I can not guarantee results, no one can. I
will tell you that if you follow
the plan 100% you can expect
to lose 2.4-4 pounds of fat a
week if you are a female and
3-5 pounds a week if you are a
male.
Special Offer
I'm looking to establish a
baseline of 15 dieters who are
serious about losing weight.
For a limited time you can start
the Ideal Protein Protocol for
$250. That saves you a total of
$150 dollars. For that you will
receive:
• 10 Days worth of Ideal
Protein Foods. After that the
diet will cost you about $12 per
day - If you typically eat a meal
out everyday you will probably
actually save money.
• One month worth of supplements. Yes they are required.
Since this is not a balanced
diets you will be taking potassium , magnesium, calcium, a
multivitamin and fish oil.
• Your weekly check-ups/weigh
ins for the remainder of your
diet.
Look folks this diet works,
whether you want to lose 20
pounds before that high school
reunion or 100 pounds because
your health depends on it. Ideal Protein is a safe and effective
way to do it. Call our office
today to make an appointment.

906 A S. 12th St.
Murray KY 42071
(270)759-1945
*1517
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OPINION
Increasing transparency
is an important issue
As the 2017 session nears, we continue through the interim session working on matters important to our commonwealth. We have
made progress in bringing transparency to the taxpayers while tackling our state's major issues head-on.
I am proud to have played a key role in leading the charge on
increasing transparency in state government. This month, at the
request of Representative Denny Butler, Auditor
Mike Harmon concluded a special examination
of the Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice
Training (DOCJT) and the Kentucky Law Enforcement Foundation Program Fund (KLEFPF). Auditor Harmon recently released that report, which cited multiple management issues at
DOCJT and KLEFPF, which are being referred to
the Executive Branch Ethics Commission. This
examination uncovered the abuse of tax dollars
that went to pay for extravagant gifts and lavish
Legislative parties, rather than supporting the education and
training of our law enforcement. These abuses of
Update tax
dollars are unacceptable, and I am hopeful the
' Rep. Kenny
Ethics Commission will be swift in resolving the
Imes
matter.
(R - Murray)
As we clean up the mess left by the previous
administration, I will continue to fight for transparency measures that will ensure these types of practices do not
continue within state government.
Recently, a report was released showing Kentucky with the
worst-funded pension system among all 50 states,and that the commonwealth is in the worst shape to pay that debt off. During the
2016 session, the House Republican Caucus presented a proposal
that would provide long-term funding for our state's retirees, but
unfortunately, it was not brought for a full vote on the House floor.
While the legislature did approve full funding of retirement systems for the next two years, we are still lacking in a long-term funding solution. I am hopeful that in the future, the House will be able
to pass such a plan, and we can provide stability for our retirees.
October in Kentucky means harvest time, and arguably the
most beautiful time in the commonwealth as the trees change colors. Kentucky agriculture is a big deal,from bourbon to farms. We
• boast 76,500 farms spanning 13 million acres of land. Our farms
raise broilers for meat, along with corn, horses and mules, soy"beans and cattle and calves. Like bourbon, Kentucky has another
iconic mark in tobacco, where we rank first in the nation in burley
and fire-cured tobacco production. For overall tobacco production,
Kentucky ranks No.2 in the nation and encompasses almost 90,000
acres of production. Beef is also important in Kentucky,as we hold
the title as the largest producer of beef cattle east of the Mississippi
River, and the eight-largest in the nation. Overall, Kentucky's agriculture impact is $5 billion a year.
Fall in the commonwealth also means the start of many hunting
seasons. Kentucky's beautiful landscape produces many forms of
wild game,from bear to elk and deer, all the way to smaller game
. like squirrels, rabbits and fowl. As this exciting time is upon us,
• I encourage you to make sure you hunt legally and safely. Please
, visit the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife for more information,online at http://fw.ky.gov.
As always, I welcome your comments and concerns on any issues facing our commonwealth. I can be reached through the tollfree message line in Frankfort at 1-800-372-7181, or you can contact me via email at kenny.imes@Irc.ky.gov. You can keep track of
committee meetings and potential legislation through the Kentucky
Legislature Home Page at www.Irc.ky.gov.

Willis

Thralla

Coalition gives hope, provides education regarding suicide

My friend took a life. Her
own. She planned it the way she
did everything. With meticulous
attention to detail.
She focused her efforts on
avoiding intervention or detection, keeping her eyes on
her goal. She knew her intense
sense of privacy would be lost
as a result of her act, but she did
all she could to minimize impact on those who would find
her. She left detailed directions,
including letters to friends.
Mine started with an apology
and plea. "Please help educate,"
she said.
She had suffered for thirty
years."...With numerous symptoms that came and went at different intervals," was the way
she described it.
This column was produced by House Republican Caucus ComSome physicians she consultmunications, and made availablefor members to distribute. Kenny
ed viewed her maladies as those
Imes is a Republican state representativefrom the Fifth District.
of "a neurotic female." They
prescribed "mood boosters,"
which were no help. When she
was finally diagnosed with a pituitary tumor, surgery followed.
/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
But they were not able to get
faxed to 270-753-19127 or emailed to editorgmurrayledger.
all of the tumor,she reported.
COM.
More than ten years passed
•Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have address before the tumor started
to take
and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters over again. More surgery, but
must have name, address and phone number.
this time, there was no relief.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or re- The letter details the aftermath.
ject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, "Constant anxiety" and "horrenlibel and good taste.
/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be typed
or legible
•Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors,
businesses or individuals by name, except those directed toEvelyn called as I was drivward the community as a whole, will not be accepted.
ing somewhere along Highway
:••• / Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of the 68/80,
coming home to Murray
writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger & Times staff.
from a Leadership Kentucky retreat in Bowling Green. I do not
41.
know exactly where I was at the
MURRAY
time of the call — it is now just
a blur — but her words hit be
like a brick. "I have more bad
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray,KY 42071-1040
news."
"Phil has collapsed at home.
Phone 270-753-1916• Fax 270-753-1927
He has been airlifted to LouisMon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
ville. It does not look good."
Evelyn spoke, of course, about
Mike Davis,Publisher--.mdavisOmurrayledger.com
Phil Gibson, my Webstec CounAlice Rouse,Publisher Emeritus
ty High School basketball
David Snow,Managing Editor ....... editor@murrayledger.com
teammate, classmate, coaching
Martha Amino,Community News —commotityarmWmarrsykdgertom
mentor and, most of all, my
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.--adsOmarraylmiger.com
longtime, erstwhile friend. For
Nicki Peach,Classifieds .---classified*murrayledger.com
the rest of the drive home to
Jeni McIntosh,Circulatiou —.circulatiomemarrayledgercoun
Murray, all I could do was pray,
Rita Boggess, Business Mgr. ---rboggessemarrayledger.com
but interspersed between my
prayers came a flood of memoSidluctiglikitlialts
ries of our playing days together
All subscriptions payable is advance. Home delivery 6 days a week.
with the Webster County Trojans and our coaching days toMailed in Calloway
gether,too.
6 mos 1Y5' KY S114. By mail to restCounty'
of KY,
Really great high school
is39
n10.
$65
Graves
&
Marshall
Counties
5135.
$119
AB other mail subsalptiowi $160.
girls' and boys' coaches are
hard to come by, for sure. But
what about a coach who had
Published Monday through Saturday. Not published on Sundays, Manorial
Day, July 4, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New Years
phenomenal success coaching
Day. Periodicals postage paid st Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Said address
both genders? Phil Gibson is
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
one of the few such coaches I
42071-1040
know who had a startlingly sucMISS YOUR PAPER? Let m know as moon as possible so we can get cue to you
cessful
coaching career in both
credit.
or give am
Call(275)753-1416.
girls' and boys'high school basMurray Ledger & Thies (US'S 346-700) • Murray Ledger & limes is •
ketball.
member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Prem Association and Southern
A native of Providence,KenNewspapen Publishers Associadon. The Associated Pram is exclusively entitled
tucky,Phil came to play basketto news sambaed by Murray Ledger & Timm.
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dous thoughts" filled her mind
non-stop.
The day-in-and-out suffering
was unbearable, with no viable
medical deterrent.
She kept all this to herself
and holed up, home alone,communicating only intermittently
via email."No phone calls," she
begged.
In the past, she and I talked
freely about things we had in
common: Married. No children.
Fiercely independent. What
would happen to us if we needed caregiving at the end of life?
Would there be a sentence to
a home that is not really a home
at all? Bingo after lunch every
Tuesday? Being called "honey" and "sweetie" by attendants
who deserve better pay than the
meager hourly wages they more
than earn?
For a couple of weeks after
the second surgery, she couldn't
sleep.
"I keep pacing and shaking,"
she wrote. "All nights are like
this."
The typed letter almost fills
the page, ending with, "I don't
have the strength to fight anymore. Take care."
Last Saturday evening, when
the Suicide Prevention Coalition

of Calloway
County met
in the park
on Chestnut
Street, the
sun was fading and the
fall colors
darkening as
a chill settled
upon those
gathered to
Main Street commemoBy Constance rate the life
and death of
Alexander
Ledger & Times loved ones
who had takColumnist
en their own
lives.
Kerry Lambert, the chaplain
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, called them "those
we've loved who left us too
soon."
Dr. Jay Pitman, a retired anesthesiologist who grew up in
Murray, spoke of his own depression, including a nervous
breakdown that led him to sign
himself into a psychiatric ward.
He found himself locked in a
hospital room. An orderly had
to watch him shave to make sure
he did not harm himself.
"Is this going to be my life?"
he remembered asking himself.

Out of work for almost a
year, Dr. Pitman worked hard
to recover. He took his meds,
talked to his therapist and struggled to get from one breath to
the next. Finally back at work,
he felt embarrassed and humiliated until another physician approached him and said,"I have
the highest regard for you."
"I appreciated that he stood
up for me," Dr. Pitman recalled.
"It meant a lot."
Although his struggle continues, including days when he
confesses to feeling "worn out"
and "so tired you can't go on,"
Jay Pitman doesn't give up. "I
hang on," he declared.
The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline is 1-800-2738255 (TALK). Access the website at suicidepreventionlifeline.
org. The Calloway County Coalition meets monthly at Pagliai's Restaurant. For information,
check the group's Facebook
page or email spcccinfo@gmail.
COM.

Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom.Contac
t the columnist at constancealexander@twc.com. Her website
is
www.constancealexander.
COM.

Praying for a friend
ball at the county school in Webster County for Paul Watts when
Phil was a high school freshman. Coach Watts recognized
greatness in the raw 6-foot-3
/
1
2 youngster immediately, and
despite his height, often played
him on the point, having him
bring the ball downcourt against
a press.
By the time Phil was a Webster County senior, he starred
for Coach Eddie Ford, taking
the Trojans to the Second Region tournament. Phil bolstered
a very formidable front line,
along with Paul Austin (6-3), a
silky smooth shooter, yet powerful rebounder from Slaughters, and Brent Shelton (6-5), a
gentle giant from Clay.
With great quickness, Phil
perfected a drop step, baseline
drive that baffled opponents. He
became the very first Webster
County basketball player to earn
a college basketball scholarship
and played two years in junior
college in Florida, and then was
the first Webster County High
School player to graduate from
college on a basketball scholarship.
With a degree from Oakland
City College in Indiana, Phil
came back to his high school
alma mater to coach the Webster
County Lady Trojans to unprecedented success. He won over
350 games. He took the Lady

Trojans to the
state tournament
three
times.
He
coached Sharon Ottens, the
first student to
win the female
high
school
athlete of the
year
award
in 1982. He
coached BranHome and di Ashby, Miss
Basketball in
Away
Kentucky in
By James
Duane Bolin 1993.
As if that
Ledger & Times
is not enough
Columnist
of a career, in
1994, Phil left
Webster County to become the
head boys' coach at Henderson
County, the largest high school
in Kentucky. There, he coached
the Colonels to a record of 26095 to win more games than
any coach in the history of the
school. With his sons Brent and
then Russ as his stars, he took
Henderson County to two Final
Four finishes in the Sweet Sixteen.
Phil Gibson resigned assfulltime teacher and coach in 2007,
but he continues to assist with
the Henderson County girls'
program. After playing college
ball at Palm Beach Atlantic College, Brent Gibson is now the

athletic director at Madisonville
North-Hopkins High School
after coaching there for several
years. Russ Gibson played basketball at Campbell University
and is now a police officer in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
As a player, Phil Gibson was
reluctant to practice, but once a
referee threw the ball up, there
was no fiercer competitor. As a
coach, he is determined to help
student-athletes become the best
they can be. Here's to one of the
great coaches — for both girls'
and boys' basketball — in Kentucky high school basketball
history.
I worked with Phil as his assistant coach for several years at
Webster County before I completed my graduate work in history. He taught me how to coach.
He taught me how to teach. He
taught me how to lose, although
he never lost very many games
himself. Most of all, he taught
me how to be a friend.
It should not have surprised
me that within a day of heart
surgery, Phil Gibson•was walking the halls of Louisville's
Jewish Hospital. That's the Phil
Gibson I know.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane at jbolin@nuirraystate.
edit.
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OBITUARIES
William Ross Threlkeld

; 11[•

Janice Brelsford

William Ross Threlkeld of Roswell, New MexJanice Brelsford, 77, of Murray, Kentucky,
ico, died Sunday,Oct.9,2016,at University Meddied Saturday, Oct. 22,2016, at Murray-Calloway
ical Center in Lubbock,Texas.
County Hospital.
Bill was born Aug. 4, 1936, in Lakeland, KenShe was born May 17, 1939, in Stewart Countucky. He grew up in Smithland, Kentucky, and
ty, Tennessee, to Robert Edward Davis and Mary
graduated from Livingston County High School in
Emogene Futrell Davis.
1954. He attended Murray State University, gradShe was a retired registered nurse, and a memuating with a degree in mathematics and history in
ber of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
1960. During his early career, Bill was employed
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
as a computer analyst with Pan American Airways ktAi death by her husband, Robert Junior Bielsford and
and MacDonald Aircraft. Given a chance to reloa brother, Steve Davis.
Thrnikeld
cate from St. Louis to Holloman Air Force Base,he Brelsford
Mrs. Brelsford is survived by two sons, Robert
brought his family to Alamogordo where he fell in love with the blue Jason Brelsford and wife Tammy and Brad Brelsford, all of
Murray;
skies and rich cultural history of New Mexico,
a sister, Bobbie Childress and husband Junior of Murray; a nephew,
He returned to school in 1970,earning a doctorate in philosophy Ricky Childress of Murray; four grandchildren, Taylor
Todd Brelsof education from University of Kentucky. He then began a career ford, Whitney Nicole Ellis and husband Brian,Chase Brelsford,
and
in education, teaching high school mathematics in Alamogordo and Tiffany O'Neal; and five great-grandchildren, Madison
Brelsford,
Tularosa public schools. After leaving New Mexico to teach in Sau- Colton O'Neal, Haven O'Neal,Emily Ellis, and Braydon
di Arabia for Sysorex, Corporation, he returned in 1985 to serve as
Graveside services will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday,Oct. 26,2016,at
high school principal in Reserve, New Mexico,for four years, then the Murray City Cemetery with Ryker Wilson officiating. No public
taught in the department of education at Eastern New Mexico Uni- visitation will be held.
versity in Portales. He also taught math in Carlsbad public schools,
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneraland served as principal of St. Edwards Catholic School in Carlsbad. home.com.
After retirement, he returned to teach for several years in Del City,
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Texas and in Roswell.
Bill was a wise and gentle man with many talents and interests.
His passion was the study of the history of early Christianity. He Anna Jean Usrey
Anna Jean Usrey, 84, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Oct. 25,
loved the Gospel ofThomas and the poetry of Hafiz,the Persian poet
whose poems express that the presence of God can be found here on 2016,at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H.Churchill Funeral Home.•
earth, and encourage us to celebrate even the most ordinary experiences of life as precious divine gifts. Though a scholar, he was also
a skilled carpenter and gardener,a fan of the St. Louis Cardinals and
bluegrass music. His greatest love was for his family,and his heart's
desire was to live to see his youngest grandson, Ross,grow up.
The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday in
Bill is survived by his son Eric; daughter-in-law, Narcise; grand- the City Council chambers of the Murray City Hall, 104 Fifth
son Ross of Carlsbad, and Kay,formerly Kay Parker of Murray, his St. Agenda items include: Mayor's report(Clean Stream Team
wife of 55 years. He is also survived by grandsons Warren Threlkeld Project, presentation from Justin Smith; Business Friendly
of Dallas, Texas, and Thomas Threlkeld of Omaha, Nebraska; a report; updates by departments); public comment (must be
granddaughter, Baylee Threlkeld of Carlsbad; a sister, Ann Wiley arranged prior to meetings through the mayor's office); recof West Branch,Iowa; and a brother, Gerry Threlkeld of Cleveland. ognition of retirees Brian Mills and Michael Farley; Waste WaOhio.
ter Treatment Plant report from Todd Solomon; Public Works
Preceeding him in death were his father and mother, Aurel and Committee report from Chairman Butch Seargent; surplus;
Mildred Frances Threlkeld, of Burna, Kentucky, and son Emil Public Safety report from acting Chairman Robert Billington;
Threlkeld.
Ordinance No. 2016-1715 (first reading) concerning code enFuneral services will be at 3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 30, 2016, at St. forcement, to bring Chapter 40 of the city's Code of OrdinancAndrews Episcopal Church in Roswell. His ashes will be interred in es into compliance with Kentucky General Assembly House
the columbarium at Grace Episcopal Church,Carlsbad,beside those Bill 422; Consent agenda (Municipal Order No.
2016-021 reof his beloved younger son.
appointing Josh Vernon to the Board of Zoning Adjustments
for a four-year term that expires on Oct. 27, 2020; Municipal
'98, that industry is now produc- Order No. 2016-022 appointing Gayle Balentine to the Code
ing $65 billion. Beeler said he Enforcement Board to fill unexpired term of Mike Lovins, to
expire Oct. 23, 2017; Municipal Order No. 2016-023 reapknows why.
From front
pointing Linda Cherry to the Human Rights Commission for
"Don't
tell
me
this
tobacco
numerous areas, including one
a
three-year term that expires Oct. 27, 2019; Municipal Order
money
hasn't
hel
us,"
he
said,
dear to his family."My dad was
2016-024
reappointing Tom Kind to the Planning Commission
going
on
to
the
poula dairy fatirier, so I had to show
for
a
four-year
terrii that expires Oct. 27, 2020; Municipal Orindustry,
try
nonexishim how This is now. He came
from a time where you milked a tent 25 years ago in the common- der No. 2016-025 appointing Angie Bogard to the Murray-Calcow by hand. A little while back, wealth, is now headed toward loway County Park Board to fill the unexpired term of Jean
I took him to a farm where,liter- being a $2 billion a year industry, Bennett that expires Jan. 14, 2017.
ally, the cows milked themselves thanks to technology that has en- •The Murray Public Works Committee will meet at 6 p.m.
(through use of machines). He abled birds to grow faster and get Thursday in the City Council chambers. Agenda items include:
Surplus; drainage rehabilitation bid for Maple Street at LP Millcouldn't believe what he was to market quicker.
"In
the
dairy
industry,
the
larger
Street; residual landfill closure bid (Vee Gum Pit).
seeing.
"We have to keep working at est farm in Kentucky (with 2,900 -The Murray Public Safety Committee will meet at 6:10 p.m.
it, though. We can't be satisfied. cows in Logan County) produces Thursday in the City Council chambers. The lone agenda item
It's that kind of mindset that is 11 gallons of milk per cow per is the amending of Chapter 40 concerning code enforcement.
why we pay only 10 cents on the day," he said. "This is agriculfolks! This is also science at
dollar for food, where in other ture,
its
most
applied version."
parts of the world, you'll be digHe
also
talked of how hog
ging deeper into your pockets."
Beeler was appointed to his farming is now producing pork
position in January by Gov. Matt chops that used to be 4 inches
now measure 6.8 inches.
Bevin after spending several and
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A way, Volkswagen also will pay ownThe
beef
cattle industry in Kenyears with the lentucky Departfederal judge approved the larg- ers $5,100 to $10,000,depending on
tucky
is
the
largest
of
any
state
ment of Agriculture as the dieast of the Mississippi River,and est auto-scandal settlement in U.S. the age of the car and whether the
rector of Agriculture Policy and
hemp has exploded since com- history Tuesday. giving nearly a owner had it prior to Sept. 18 of last
director of the Animal Marketing
ing
back to the commonwealth a half-million Volkswagen owners year.
Division. Beeler is a longtime
Volkswagen has agreed to spend
year
ago, with Beeler talkingto and leaseholders the choice between
hog farmer from Caneyville in
two clients just this week about selling their cars back or having up to $10 billion compensating conGrayson County.
interests with this crop, one with them repaired so they don't cheat sumers and could start buying back
However, he let Bevin know
the
Toyota plant in Georgetown, on emissions tests and spew excess the cars as early as next month. Regimmediately that he was not inulators have not approved any fixes.
with the Bristol Meyers pollution.
another
terested in being appointed to a
U.S. District Judge Charles
The settlement also includes
company.
"political" office.
Breyer said the nearly $15 billion $2.7 billion for unspecified environ"It's
off
the
chart,"
he
said,
"I'm an ag guy,! told him.
tempering his enthusiasm, as he deal "adequately and fairly" com- mental mitigation and $2 billion to
The next thing! told hid' is that I
noted that young people are not pensates consumers and gets the promote zero-emissions vehicles.
wasn't looking for a job," he said,
"We're going to sell it back as
getting involved enough with polluting vehicles off the road as
admitting to being a bit surprised
soon as humanly possible and try to
soon as possible.
agriculture.
"The
average
age
of
with Bevin's response. "He said,
The German automaker ac- put this behind us," said Joe Azam,
farmers today? 62. Less than 2
'Good.' He then told me he was
percent of the people farm, yet knowledged last year that about a 35-year-old attorney in New York
searching people out and wanting
15 percent of the jobs are in ag- 475,000 Volkswagens and Audis who owns a 2014 Jetta wagon.
to see what kind of people they
Still, Azam said he thought Volkriculture. Young folks out there with 2-liter, four-cylinder diesel enwere before he made a decision.
tonight: You need to find that part gines were programmed to cheat on swagen "got off easy" in how much
I liked that.
it was paying vehicle owners.
of life that you like and just go emissions tests.
"We then got to talking and!
Blair Stewart, a 2012 Jetta wagUnder the agreement. owners
out
and
sic
'ern!
I
mean
go
after
told him,'Governor, you've got
something new every can choose to have Volkswagen buy on owner in Palo Alto, California,
it.
We
learn
to understand agriculture. Don't
back their vehicle regardless of its said Volkswagen should have paid
day, plain and simple."
do anything to us, do it for us.'
Tuesday's event attracted nu- condition for the full trade-in price owners the full purchase price of
Then, we started talking about
merous people from throughout on Sept. 18, 2015, when the scan- their vehicle, given the company's
that tobacco settlement money
community with agriculture dal broke, or pay for repairs. Either fraud.•
the
($497 million that has been ininterests, including representavested in agriculture interests
tives from the Calloway County
the past 15 years). I told him,'If
High School FFA chapter, Calloyou're going to put a lot of that
way County Farm Bureau, Caltoward trying to fix the pension,
County Young Farmers
loway
then don't offer me this job.'
Association, the USDA in CalHis response was,'Why would!
loway County, the University of
want to mess with something that
Kentucky Extension Office in
that,
working?'
After
is already
Murray and Hutson Inc., along
I knew I would be selfish not to
with Murray State University's
take this job."
Hutson School of Agriculture.
Ironically, Beeler said that
This melting pot of the comthe job to which Bevin appointmunity was not unnoticed by Lied him is just about 100 percent
ons President Paul McCreary.
involved with that tobacco settle"Thig is a big night for us
ment money, which has gone to
and a big night for this commuhelp many projects in Kentucky.
nity. It's not every day we have
Throughout his speech, Beelsomeone this high up that is able
er reeled off several statistics that
to come and speak to us, and we
left many in the audience quite
are very honored to have Warren
surprised. One of those that hit
here tonight," McCreary said.
close to home had to do with to"We want to learn as much as we
SHELTER HOUR&
bacco, where in 1998, Kentucky
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.•Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
can about agriculture in this comhad 46,000 tobacco farms,it now
For more Inionnation contact
munity,and hopefully, we've had
has 4400.
County Animal Shelter
Murray-Calloway
a little fun learning about each
Yet, where it bad produced
at(270)759-4141
other tonight as well." IN
$3.7 billion in cash teceipts in

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Janice Brelsford,77
A graveside service will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 26,
2016, at the Murray City Cemetery.
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Anger still flares after judge gives
OK to Volkswagen emissions deal

From front
car and fled. Officers followed
him across the highway to the
parking lot of Kroger, where Sgt.
Rob Hefner blocked the man's
vehicle with his cruiser.
The man, identified as Justin
Burkeen, was arrested. Officers
searched his vehicle and found
syringes, a spoon, plastic baggies, loose pills, a belt and synthetic marijuana.

Burkeen was charged with
disregarding a stop sign, possession of synthetic drugs, possession of drag paraphernalia,
driving under the influence(third
offense in five years), first-degree fleeing or evading police
and first-degree wanton endangerment. He also was served
warrants from Calloway County, charging him with parole
violation, and Graves County,
charging him with contempt of
court. He was booked into McCracken County Regional Jail.•

Road advisory issued for 1-24
Special to the Ledger
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
plans milling and asphalt paving on a short section of Interstate 24 westbound in Marshall
County on Thursday and Friday.
Westbound motorists should
be prepared to encounter work
zone lane restrictions along 1-24
between the Tennessee River Bridge and the U.S. 62 Exit
27 Interchange. The contractor
plans to mill and pave the driving lane bridge end connections
at the P&L Railroad overpass at
Milepoint 28.519 and the Kentucky 282 (Gilbertsville Highway) overpass at Milepoipt

28.697.
The driving lane bridge ends
have settled and become rough
in recent months. This project is
an effort to smooth them before
winter.
Westbound motorists should
be prepared to encounter slowing and merging traffic as they
approach the 28 mile marker
during daylight hours. All traffic will move to the left-hand or
passing lane in this work zone.
Motorists should use appropriate caution where equipment,
flaggers and maintenance personnel are along the roadway in
close proximity to traffic flow.

Artwork stolen from wall at
Muhammad Ali Center in Ky.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Artwork showing Muhammad
Ali in a classic pose, in white
trunks and red boxing gloves,
was stolen from an exhibit while
it was open to the public at the
Muhammad Ali Center. Surveillance cameras recorded the
brazen theft, and a manhunt was
under way for a suspect.
The signed print of a paintmg by LeRoy Neiman, valued at
$5,000, was taken around 1 p.m.
EDT Saturday, Louisville police
spokesman Dwight Mitchell said
Tuesday. He said investigators
were trying to locate "a person
of strong interest."
The signed artwork was displayed in the Ali Center's LeRoy
Neiman Gallery when it was taken.The center in Ali's hometown
of Louisville showcases his career as a three-time heavyweight
boxing champion and the humanitarian causes he fought for
throughout his adult life.
The center promotes six core
principles Ali espoused - confidence, conviction, dedication,
giving, respect and spirituality,
Ali died in June at age 74 af-

ter a long battle with Parkinson's
disease.
Ah Center spokeswoman
Jeanie Kahnke said it was the
first time an exhibit piece had
been stolen from the downtown
center.
"Additional security measures are already in place to prevent like incidents from occurring," she said.
Neiman, who died in 2012,
was best known for his brilliantly colored images of sporting
events and leisure activities. His
subjects included along roster of
famous athletes.
Neiman met Ali in 1962 in
the dressing room at a New York
City arena before a bout,according to the artist's website, and
sketched the young heavyweight
sitting on the rubbing table.
"This was the beginning of
a long relationship between the
artist and the prize fighter," the
website said. 'The artist frequently sketched and painted the
athlete in training and at his major bouts around the world,constantly sketching, drawing and
painting. Ali often took up the
brush himself, and did a number
of prediction drawings for Neiman before big fights."
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Noel Market opens Saturday
The Noel Market sponsored by the Christian
Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) will be from 8 am. to 1
p.m. Saturday, Nov. 5, at 1 l 1 North Fifth St.
Tickets are $6 for for the soup and cornbread
lunch and may be bought from any member of
the CWF or by calling the church at 270-7533824.

Photo Provided
CREATIVE ARTS BAZAAR:
Members of the Murray
Woman's Club Creative
Arts Department (from left)
Kitty Gray, Barbara Blalock,
Janet Farmer and Brenda
Hart are sorting new and
gently used women's tops
to be sold at Saturday's
bazaar. Handcrafted holiday gifts, baked goods,
teas, ornaments and vintage Jewelry will be available from 8 a.m. to noon
at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse at 704 Vine St.
The bazaar is an annual
activtty of the department,
with proceeds going to
fund art scholarships.

Martha
Finney Andrus Trip to Panama offered
The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a trip
Community editor to
Panama from Feb. 27 through March 6. The
trip will include a tour of Panama City, Panama,an open-air aerial tramway,rainforest experience,the Soberania
National Park, a monkey boat tour, evening jeep safari, a Panama
anal partial transit and other activities. If interested, contact Brenda Sykes at 270-767-3338 or email bsykes@themurraybank.com.
Seating is limited.
Hunger awareness banquet to be held
There will be a Hunger and Homeless Awareness Banquet at 6:30
p.m. Saturday, Nov. 5, in the Curtis Center Ballroom on the campus of Murray State University. Soup for the Soul and The Gentry
House are joining together for an interactive event. Participants will
be given a number when they enter. They will represent either the
upper class, middle class or poverty class,and will be seated accordingly. Guest speakers will be featured from each organization. Tickets are a $50 donation to Soup for the Soul and The Gentry House.
Tickets are available at Picket Fence or from any board member of
the organizations.

1
11

MSU football reunion planned
The Murray State Football MI-Years Reunion will be from 6 to 9
p.m. Saturday, Oct. 29,at Tap 216 restaurant on the campus of Murray State University. All former Racer football players and wives,
former coaches and trainers are invited to attend. For more information, contact Cecil Wolverton at 502-777-6395 or email cecil@
bellsouth net.
MWC Creative Arts to hold bazaar
, The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
1%old its bazaar from 8 a.m. to noon on Saturday, Oct. 29,at the Mureay Woman's Clubhouse at 704 Vine St. Handcrafted items, baked
ioods,"Terrific Tops" for men and women,holiday ornaments, yinlige jewelry, pallet art, a raffle and free cider will be offered. All
will benefit scholarships. s

toceeds

American Legion Post 73 to meet
The American Legion Post 73 will meet Thursday, Oct. 27, at the
Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Drive. Food will be served at 6:30
p.m. and the business meeting will be at 7 p.m. Discussion will focus on the end of Murray State University football season, the start
of basketball and Veterans Day activities. All veterans are invited to
attend. For questions, call Mark Kennedy at 270-752-3333.
. , .
CPL to presegt.iwk
binding workshop
•
p The Calloway County Pattie Library will offer a bookbinding
lorkshop from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday, Nov. 12, taught by Nijoie Hand-Bryant. The workshop will introduce the possibilities of
okbinding and is designed for those 18 years of age and older.
Ile class is free, but registration is required. Call 270-753-2288 or
ail sandy.linn@callowaycountylibrary.org. to register.

Photo provided
HAY BALE TOUR: Angela
Ball of Logan County, the
owner and operator of Ball
Insurance in Russellville, is
particapating In the inaugural Hay Bale Tour of Logan
County by displaying her
locomotive made of hay.
Ball, a graduate of Murray
State University, is the
granddaughter of Robbie
Miller of Murray and the
late Irvin Miller.
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agazine Club will meet Thursday
The Murray Magazine Club will meet at 2 p.m. Thursday,Oct. 27,
111 the home of Linda Kelly.

I

ll'ARP driving class offered
AARP Safe Driving class will be from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
,
,An
.
i
scWednesday, Nov. 2, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
nter for Health and Wellness. Kentucky insurances must offer a
ount to those who complete the class. Preregistration is required
I
the class size is limited. For more information on cost, age reirements, and to register, call 270-762-1348 or come to the front
sk of the center.
oker Run to be held
Aurora's Fall Motorcycle Poker Run for Homeless Veterans will
Saturday. Oct. 29, beginning at the Community Park in Hardin.
gistration begins at 9 a.m. with kickstands up at 10:30 a.m. Ridshould return by 4 p.m. The cost is $15 for the rider and $5 for
sengers. This event will be held rain or shine. There will be door
.zes, silent auction, entertainment and food. For more informan,call 270-205-1501.
Ike
ompassionate Friends to meet
:The Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet at 7 p.m.
ursday, Oct. 27, in Private Dining Room 1 outside the cafeteria
*trance at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group
ts for the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost
dren as a result of accident,illness or tragedy,regardless of their
d's age. For more information, call Hilda Bennett at 731-4982401 Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.

t

Writing workshop offered at the library
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare is hosting a two-day writing workshop
at the Calloway County Public
Library community room from
6:30 to 7:45 p.m. on Nov. 3 and
Nov. 17.
Murray writer Constance
Alexander will facilitate both
sessions. Adults of all experience levels are invited to attend. There is no charge, but
participants need to register and
be committed to attend both
sessions. Sign up at the CCPL
or call Sandy Linn at 270-7532288 by Tuesday.
The sessions will include a
combination of short warm-up

writings and longer exercises
focused on writing memoirs and
personal narratives. Some specific techniques featured include
the use of sensory description,
dialogue and characterization.
The workshops are one component of a grant to the endowment titled "Hope & Glory: The
Art of Inclusion." Some of the
writings that result from the
workshops may be recorded for
radio and posted online. There
are also preliminary plans to
present a celebratory reading so
writers may share their works.
"Hope & Glory" is funded by
an Arts Access Assistance Grant
made possible through the Kentucky Arts Council, the state
arts agency, which is supported

by state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.
For more information about
the workshops, contact Constance Alexander at constancealexander@twc.com.111
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oup for the Soul serves weeknights
-Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner from
6 p.m. Monday through Friday at 411 Maple St. in downtown
urray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, call
0-759-0800.

Bapt
plans

meetings available
16 Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women with
1
e purpose to help others to recover from the pain and suffering of
coholism. There are meetings in Murray seven days a week, midy and evenings. For more information, call 270-535-4111, 270-1065 or 270-226-3971 or visit www.wkintergroup. org.
lk
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Heart Walk recognizes
sponsors,fundraisers

MCCII Board tours Owen House
4014L11.

Photo courtesy of Murray-Calloway County Hoar(t*,
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos
Jean Bailey of New Providence (right) receives a plaque
recognizing her as the Top Walker Thursday for the annual Heart Walk at Chestnut Park in Murray. Handing the
plaque t
iley is Suzanne Riley of Grand Rivers, who
is the H
Walk division.direcieE- Ballerfalped41,619,
the most
an individual participant.

Pictured are members of the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation Board of Trustees with hospital
CEO Jerry Penner and Hospice Director Sherri Boyd during a recent tour at the Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospicei
House, expected to open soon. Appearing in the image from left to right are Murray Mayor Jack Rose, Board Chairl,
man Steve Owens, Boyd, Board Vice Chair Marti Erwin, trustee John Dale, trustee Loretta Jobs, Penner, trustee Ken,
Winters and Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.

Mike Faihst, (left), represents Pella as he receives a
plaque of recognition for the Murray plant being a sponsor for the annual Heart Walk Thursday at Chestnut Park
in Murray. Handing the plaque to Faihst is Suzanne Riley
of Grand Rivers, who is the Heart Walk division director.

CHICAGO (AP) — Cigarettes
contribute to more than 1 in 4 cancer deaths in the U.S. The rate is
highest among men in Southern
states where smoking is more common and the rules against it are not
as strict.
The American Cancer Society
study found the highest rate among
men in Arkansas, where 40 percent
of cancer deaths were linked to cigarette smoking. Kentucky had the
highest rate among women — 29
percent.
The lowest rates were in Utah,
where 22 percent of cancer deaths
in men and 11 percent in women
were linked with smoking.
"The human costs of cigarette
smoking are high in all states, regardless of ranking," the authors
said.
They analyzed 2014 health surveys and government data on smoking rates and deaths from about
a dozen smoking-linked cancers.
Lung, throat, stomach, liver, colon,
pancreas and kidney cancers were
among those included, along with
leukemia. The researchers estimated how many cancer deaths were
likely attributable to smoking, and
compared that with deaths from all
cancers.•

Baptist Health Paducah
plans memorial service

SAVE $1000

Special to The Ledgibr

RIO
Hearing Aid!
on the

Families and friends who
lost loved ones in the last
year are invited to a memorial service at Baptist Health
Paducah at 1 p.m. Tuesday in
the Baptist Heart Center auditorium.
The service will be conducted by the pastoral care
department. Phone 270-4157789 for more information. MI

Call today to schedule
your appointment

270-753-8055
COUPON • — — — —
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Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway County
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'One-fourth ofr:S.
cancer deaths linked
with 1 thing: smoking

270.753.9999 www.sbgproperty.com

The CodeREDO program is designed to automatically
notify Calloway County citizens in the event of
emergency situations or critical community alerts.
These notifications include severe weather warnings,
evacuation notices, bioterrorism alerts, boil water
advisories, and missing child reports.
This program is provided at no direct cost to you and
you can designate which type of alerts you want to
Notifications can be sent to businesses and homes
through telephone, cell phones, text messages, or
electronic mail.
The purpose of the CodeREDO program to notify the
citizens of Calloway County of any situation that
could impact their safety, property, or welfare.
To register for the CodeREDO notifications, go to
vAvw.callowaycounty-ky.gov and click on CodeREDO
or call the office of Judge Elkins at 270-753-2920.
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Calloway County Health Department
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Teen shot outside Utah
Police: Refugee kills former
middle school by classmate co-worker, self; injures 3
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Kristin Murphy/Deseret News via AP
Principal Kelly Tauteoli hugs a woman outside of Union Middle School after a shooting
involving an argument between two Juveniles took place outside of the school, in Sandy, Utah on Tuesday.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
— A 16-year-old boy was shot
twice and critically wounded
by another teenager Tuesday
afternoon when the two got
into argument outside a middle school in a Salt Lake City
suburb, authorities said.
Police arrested a 14-yearold who they believe was the
shooter,said Sandy police Sgt.
Dean Carriger.
The victim was taken by

ambulance to a hospital and is what led to the argument and
in critical condition, Carriger why the suspect shot the other.
said. He was in surgery TuesThe school, about 15 miles
day evening.
south of Salt Lake City, was
Nobody else was hurt, but briefly put on lockdown.
dozens of students from Union
The suspected shooter is a
Middle School in Sandy wit- student at the middle school.
nessed the shooting that oc- The victim is not, Carriger
curred just as students were said.
leaving school for the day at
Detectives are trying to find
about 3 p.m., he said.
out if the suspect had the gun
Detectives were interview- during school or if he got it afing those students to determine ter school.

Heather Rousseau/The Roanoke Times via AP
Police from Roanoke, Salem and Roanoke County, as well as Virginia State Police and
the Roanoke Sheriff's Office, responded to a fatal shooting at FreightCar America in
Roanoke, Va., Tuesday morning. Police say a man fatally shot someone and wounded
several others inside the rail car manufacturing company in Virginia before apparently
killing himself.
By ALANNA DURKIN
RICHER and BEN FINLEY
Associated Press

ROANOKE, Va. (AP) —
A refugee from Kenya killed
one former co-worker, wounded three others and then killed
himself Tuesday in a workplace
shooting that authorities are still
trying to unravel in Virginia, police said.
Getachew Fekede, 53, had
entered the U.S. through a refugee immigration program and
worked for the railcar manufacturer FreightCar America before
being fired in March when he
stopped showing up for work,
Roanoke Police ChiefTim Jones
told reporters.
A neighbor told the Associated Press that Fekede quit his
job over being harassed by a
co-worker. Clarence Jones said
Fedeke would send money to
his mother back in Kenya and
had grown concerned about his
fi mopes.
'cl Fekede rode a bjfacility near downRayon Call/Deserat News via AP
Officials Investigate the scene of a shooting outside Union Middle School In Sandy, town an somehow entered its
• Utah, Tuesday. Authorities say a boy has been shot by a classmate outside of the mid- paint shop. Officers received a
dle school in the Salt Lake City suburb of Sandy.
call of shots fired at 6:02 a.m.
and arrived two minutes later.
But by that time, Fekede had
fired 10 rounds from a 9 nun pistol, said Jones,the police chief.
One person died at the scene,
and two others suffered wounds
to their "lower extremities,"
the chief said. A bullet grazed a
third person's chest. Fekede then
killed himself, police said.
Two people remain hospitalized. Police said they're not yet
releasing names of the victims
because some family members
are traveling to Roanoke from
out of state.
In a statement posted on its
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website, Chicago-based Freight- unclear how many were in the
Car America said it could not paint room with Fekede.The poprovide specific information lice chief praised the company
about the victims but offered its for its emergency response pro"deepest condolences."
tocols that helped many escape.
The company referred furThe owner of a nearby bar
ther comment to Jim America, said he was trying to open up
vice president and chief human when a police officer told him
resources officer, who did not to go inside and lock the door.
immediately respond to phone Donnie Janney said he didn't
calls or an email from The Asso- realize what was going on until
ciated Press.
he turned on the TV in Chap's
The police chief said Fekede Tavern and saw coverage of the
entered the U.S. in 2011 through shooting.
a refugee immigration program.
Janney said one FreightCar
He said the incident appears to America worker came over for a
be work-related but the possibil- drink after they were allowed to
ity of terrorism will be investi- leave the building and looked a
gated. Authorities have already little "shook up."
checked his Roanoke apartment
Janney says he gets a handful
as part of their investigation.
of FreightCar America workers
"All information at this time as customers and has never seen
points to Fekede acting as the any trouble over there before.
sole perpetrator," the chief said.
The company opened the
Police said Fekede was ter- Roanoke facility in 2005. It
minated in March after failing rents the property from Norto show up to work three days folk Southern, for which it also
in a row. The chief added that builds railroad cars.
Fekede was known as a "hard
The Roanoke facility and
worker"
.logally-work- others have experienced layoffs
ing in the clikik,States.
in recent years in what is a cyJones, Fekede's neighbor, clical industry depending on
said Fekede complained about a demand and cost. News releasman at work who would intimi- es and SEC filings from August
date and pick on him. Jones said said the company would elimiFekede transferred departments nate 15 percent of its salaried
but ultimately quit when the workforce and adjust staffing
problems continued.
levels for hourly workers.
"He didn't feel comfortOne worker said he missed a
able going to work because he fatal workplace shooting by one
didn't know what this guy may minute.
do to him," Jones said. "It was
Michael Ewing told WDBJ
just like this guy just didn't like that warnings of an active shoothim," he said.
er came over the facility's PA
Jones added that Fekede was system. He and others began to
an 'excellent neighbor' who hide.
never showed any signs of vio"I was pretty close," he said.
lence.
"I didn't get to see anything but
Police said at least 50 people I was about a minute away from
were in the building at the time it - from actually being in there."
of the shooting, although it's •

Ark park attracts 400K visitors in first few months
WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky. visitors in its first year. An(AP) — Kentucky's $100 swers in Genesis, the Apolmillion Ark Encounter bib- ogetics ministry behind the
lical theme park has drawn project, estimated 1.2 milmore than 400,000 visitors lion visitors.
since its opening.
AiG spokesman Mark
Media outlets report that Looy says that attendance
the 510-foot-long Noah's hit 6,900 Saturday.
Ark replica opened on July
Looy says visitors have
7 in Grant County. A state come from states like Caliconsultant predicted that the fornia and Texas, and even
park would attract 500,000 from other countries.The in-

flux of visitors has doubled
attendance at the group's
Creation Museum, located
44 miles away in Petersburg.
Both the Ark Encounter
and the Creation Museum
remain controversial because they argue that science
supports the Bible's creation
story, that the earth is 6,000
years old and other claims.
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SPORTS
NBA TIP-OFF 2016

MSU FOOTBALL

Lebron puts up tripple-double on ring night

Mitchell's
record earns
national
honor

CLEVELAND — LeBron
James had his 43rd career triple-double, Kyrie Irving scored
29 points and the Cleveland
Cavaliers, who raised their
championship banner before the
game,beat the New York Knicks
117-88 on Tuesday night in the
NBA season opener.
James stored 19 points and
added 11 rebounds and 14 assists in front of a raucous home
crowd that was on its feet from
the pregame ceremony until
late in the game,celebrating the
city's first championship in 52
years.
James, who spoke to the
crowd before the game, continued his perfect record on ring
nights. He was 2-0 when the Miami Heat players were presented
with their championship rings.

Irving scored 19 points in the
third quarter, when Cleveland
used a 20-4 run to take a 74-53
lead. Kevin Love scored 23 for
the Cavaliers.
Carmelo Anthony led New
York with 19 points and Derrick
Rose had 17.
Cavaliers
guard
Iman
Shurnpert was taken to the locker room late in the third quarter
with concussion-like symptoms
after colliding with Kristaps
Porzingis.
Cleveland's players, coaching staff and front office personnel also received their championship rings in the pregame
ceremony.
The basketball game was only
part of a big night in town. The
Cleveland Indians played Game
1 of the World Series against the
Chicago Cubs across the street at
Progressive Field.

The Knicks, who missed the
playoffs the last three seasons,
are expecting major improvement after acquiring Rose from
Chicago to run the offense and
signing center Joakint Noah,
who was scoreless in 21 minutes.
New York, playing its first
game under new coach Jeff Hornacek, trailed by 13 in the second quarter but rallied to cut the
lead to 45-43 at halftime. A pair
of dunks by James and 3-pointers from Irving and Love pushed
the lead to 61-49.
Cleveland's spurt continued
as Irving hit three 3-pointers for
a 74-53 lead.
Porzingis scored 16 points for
AP Photo
New York.
Anthony scored 11 of New Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James accepts his NBA
York's 18 first-quarter points. championship ring from Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert
before a basketball game against the New York Knicks
in Cleveland.
*0 See NBA, Page 10A

MLB: WORLD SERIES 2016

Rock & Roll,Cleveland!

Indians blast Cubs 6-0 in game 1 of the World Series
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND
— Corey
Kluber got the Cleveland Indians off to a great start and Roberto Perez finished off the Chicago Cubs in their first World
Series game since 1945.
Kluber dominated into the
seventh inning, Perez hit two
home runs and the Indians beat
the Cubs 6-0 in the opener Tuesday night. AL Championship
Series MVP Andrew Miller escaped a bases-loaded, no-out
jam in the seventh and got out of
trouble in the eighth, preserving
a three-run lead.
In a matchup between the
teams with baseball's longest
championship droughts, the Indians scored twice in the first inning off October ace Jon Lester
and were on their way.
Perez drove in four runs —
he became the first No. 9 batter
to homer twice in a Series game,
and the first Indians player to accomplish the feat. He hit a threerun drive to put it away.
Francisco Lindor added three
hits as the Indians improved
to 8-1 this postseason. Cleveland manager Terry Francona is
now 9-0 in the Series, including
sweeps by his Boston teams in
2004 and '07.
The Game 1 winner has taken
the title in the last six Series and
17 of 19.
Trevor Bauer, trying to come
back from a sliced pinkie, starts
Game 2 for the Indians on
Wednesday night against Jake
Arrieta. Because the forecast
called for an increased chance of
rain later in the evening, Major
League Baseball took the extraordinary step of moving up
the first pitch by an hour to 7:08
p.m.
Kluber struck out eight in the
first three innings. He combined
with Miller and Cody Allen to
fan 15.
With the Indians hoping for
their first title since 1948 and

Murray State Athletics
Just one day after being
named Specialist of the Week
by the OVC,senior kicker Connor Mitchell of the Murray State
football team was named as National Special Teams Player of
the Week by STATS.
Mitchell set an MSU single-game record by making
six field goals Saturday in the
Racers' 40-38 upset of No. 15
Eastern Illinois in Charleston.
He made at least one field goal
in each quarter of the game and
had makes from 37, 36, 37, 49,
25 and 29 yards out.
With six field goals and two
extra points, Mitchell's 20 total
points accounted for exactly half
of MSU's scoring.in the game.
The Franklin, Tennessee native currently leads the nation
in field goals per game at 2.0, is
17th in the country and second in
the OVC in field goal percentage
at 77.8 and is 23rd in the nation
and first in the OVC in scoring
with 8.3 points per game.
In addition, his six field
goals against EIU is the most by
any kicker in the FCS this season and is tied for the most by
a kicker at any level of NCAA
football.
The Racers return to action
Saturday when they host No. 25
Tennessee State at Roy Stewart
Stadium for Homecoming 2016.
Kickoff is set for 3 p.m.•

MSU SOCCER

Richerson,
Steigerwald
earn honors
Murray State Athletics

Ap Photo
Cleveland Indians' Roberto Perez celebrates with Brandon Guyer (6)and Lonnie Chisenhall(8)after hitting a threerun home run during the eighth inning of Game 1 of the Major League Baseball World Series against the Chicago
Cubs.
the Cubs seeking their first
since 1908, Lester stumbled in
the opening inning.
Cleveland loaded the bases
with two outs, Jose Ramirez
had a run-scoring swinging bunt
single and Brandon Guyer was
hit by a pitch.
Lester had been 3-0 in three
Series starts with a 0.43 ERA.
Perez, who had three homers

in 153 at-bats during the regular
season, connected in the fourth
for a 3-0 lead. His drive in the
eighth was his third homer this
postseason.
Teams that combined for 174
seasons of futility, America's
biggest droughts since the Great
Plains' Dust Bowl of the 1930s,
captivated even many non-baseball fans.

On a night of civic pride,
LeBron James and the NBA's
Cavaliers received their championship rings next door prior to
their season opener, and Cleveland hosted a World Series
opener for the first time.
The Cubs had not played in
the Series since five weeks after
Japan signed the Instrument of
Surrender ending World War II.

Kluber, whose win in the AllStar Game gave the AL homefield advantage on the Series,
improved to 3-1 in the postseason and lowered his ERA to a
sparkling 0.74. He is on track to
start Games 4 and 7 in the manner of an old-style ace.
See GAME 1, Page 10A

The Murray State women's
soccer team picked up a pair of
the weekly Ohio Valley Conference awards as announced by
the league office in Brentwood,
Tennessee.
The Racers were honored
with Co-OVC Offensive Player
of the Week, when senior Taylor Richerson was honored and
Alex Steigerwald was named
OVC Goalkeeper of the Week.
The news comes after the Raters swept all three OVC awards
(Oct. 11) when Steigerwald.
Harriet Withers and Ali Critcher
were recognized.
Richerson, from Murray.
Kentucky,scored a pair of game
winners when the Racers defealed Jacksonville State and Belmont in 1-0 victories at home.
She took seven shots and put six
on goal in the two games.
Steigerwald helped the Racers get their fifth and sixth shutouts of the season.
The Racers, who lead tlje
OVC with a 7-0-2 mark, can
clinch another regular season
championship Thursday at Austin Peay in the final game. MSU
carries a 20-game OVC regular
season unbeaten streak. III

NFL: TENNESSEE TITANS
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By TERESA M. WALKER
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE,Tenn. — Mike
Mularkey insists his Tennessee
Titans are a good team. Yet for
every great offensive drive or
defensive stand, they stumble
through stretches of games.
The Titans blew a 23-20 lead
in the fourth quarter in losing
34-26 to Indianapolis their 10th
straight loss to their AFC South
rival and worse considering
the banged-up roster the Colts
brought to Tennessee. The loss
dropped Tennessee to 3-4 overall and just 1-3 at home.
Now the Titans face a quick
turnaround,hoisting the Jacksonville Jaguars (2-4) on Thursday
night. Mularkey said Monday
the kly to being better more

consistently is keep working like
they have. .
"We've played seven games,
we've had chances to win in all
of them," Mularkey said. "And
for some reason or not, we haven't. And some reason or not, we
have. What we've done good has
helped us get over the top. These
have all been close games, and
we've just got to find a way."
Mularkey said all the 'Titans
believed they would hold the
Colts to a field goal at worst and
win. Yet, Andrew Luck converted a third-and-13 with a 20-yard
pass to set up the go-ahead TD
before Marcus Mariota was
sacked and stripped of the ball
for a second Colts'TD eight geeonds later.
"We have to find a way to
stop them on the last drive de-

fensively," Mularkey said.
Coaches alerted the Titans
to expect an onside kick by the
Colts, ' and Phillip Supernaw
couldn't corral the ball.
"We need somebody to make
a play at some point in the
game," Mularkey said.
The Titans have not lost any
game this season by more than
nine points, and two of their
three wins have been by a combined three points. After winning only five games combined
over the past two seasons, the
Titans are trying to work their
way back up the AFC South
standings in a year that saw a
new general manager add 23
es* player* to the meter.
Veteran cornerback Jason
McC-ourty said after the game
thit&test loss hurts the most.

"We had an opportunity in
our hands," McCourty said."
The division is kind of wide
open, and to kind of squander
it away ... I feel like week in
and week out, in our losses, we
keep walking away saying,'We
fought hard, we hung tight and
we just weren't able to close it.'
We've obviously done it in a few
games,this year, but we just haven't been able to consistently
do it."
That makes Thursday night
even more crucial wrapping up
a three-game home stand.
The Titans currently are
1-3 on their own field with the
lone victory over the widen
Cleveland Browns,and the it.
maining three home games are
against Green Bay, Denver and
Houston,all winner*.t

AP PAM°
Tennessee Titans quarterback Marcus Mariota (8) tosses
the ball to an official after being sacked for a 10-yard loos
by the Indianapolis Cott* on Sunday, Orr. 23, In Nashville.
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
No games scericiunk

SPORTS ON TV
Last nights games
MIS
7 p.m.
FOX — Worid Senes, Game 1, Chicago at
Cleveland Cleveland 6. Chicago 0)
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT — Cleveland Cavaliers vs New York
Mocks (117-881
9:30 p.m
TNT — Golden State Wamors vs San Antonio
Spurs (late)

PRO BASEBALL
MLB PLAYOFFS
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

r4ci lc%
:

Slate Auiv

(8est-or-7,
necessary)
American Leaps*
Clemiewil 4,Toned. 1
Oct 14: Cleselind 2,Toronto 0
Oct 15:ClSIsid2,TCr1
Oct 17. Cloosised 4,Tomb 2
Oct 18: Toronto 5,Cleveland 1
Oct le Clevalend 3, Toronto 0
Notional League
Chicago 4,Las Angeles 2
Oct. 15: Chicago 8, Los Angeles 4
Oct 16: Los Modes 1, Chicago 0
Oct 18: Los Angeles 6, Chicago 0
Oct 16 Chicago 10, Los Angeles 2
Oct 20: Chicago 8, Los Angeles 4
Oct 22: Chicago 5. Los Angeles 0
WORLD SERIES
(Best-of-?, sit necessary)
AA games televised by Fox
Chicago vs. Cleveland
last night Cleveland 6. Chicago 0
Wednesday Chicago at Cleveland
Friday. Cleveland at Chicago
Saturday Cleveland at Chicago
s-Sunday: Cleveland at Chicago

Atlanta
Tampa Bay
Neat Orisons
Caroline

PRO FOOTBALL
BR
CONFERBOCE
East
Pit
•L T
New biped
IV 1 0 /67
Bull*
4 3 0 571
3 4 0 429
N.Y. MN
206
2 5 0
Nor*
Pct
W I. T
Prttiburgh
4 3 0 571
Beremore
5 4 0 429
Cincinnati
3 4 0 429
Cleveland
0 7 0 000
South
Pct
WIT
Houston
4 2 0 667
Indianapolis
3 4 0 429
3 4 0 429
Tennessee
Jedwonille
2 4 0 333
West
Pet
'WIT
714
Oakland
5' 2 0
4 2 0 067
Kansas CIty
Denver
4 2 0 067
429
San Diego
IA 0
NAT1001TIFERENCE
Deese
Philadelphia
Washington
N Y. Giants
Mitvissota
Green Bay
Detroit
Pilaw

. T
5 1 0
4 2 0
4 3 0
4 3 0
NerTh
W L T
5 1 0
4 2 0
4 3 0
1 6 0
South
W L T

PP
176
187
146
119

PA
107
131
159
180

PP
170
133
140
130

PA
150
139
162
207

PP
108
194
146
117

PA
127
200
161
160

PP
165
136
140
206

PA
179
123
108
185

Pet
433
.067
571
.571

PP PA
159 107
156 68
159 162
133 141

Pct
833
667
571
143

PP PA
129 84
140 123
170 170
111 169

Pct

PP

X,

Murray native finishes her

X

199
159
195
178

PP PA
111 84
159 110
120 154
144 219
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1•1814.4114 34,Unwise 26
WWI33,Jacksondle 16
Tempi Day 34, San Frodsco 17
New England 27, Pittsburgh 16
San Diego 33, Atlanta 30, 07
Seattle 6,Arizona 6, be
Open Dallas, Carolina
Monday's Result
Houston at Denver, late

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
RANKINGS
The Top 25 teams in The Associated Press
college football poll with first Pace votes in pa rentheses records through Oct 72, total points
based on 25 points to( a first-place vote throut11)
one point tor a 25th place vote, and previous
ranking
Roc Pt. LW
1
8-0 1,524
1. Alabama (60)
7-0 1,446
3
2. Moots gan (I)
4
7-0 1,382
3. Clemson
5
7-0 1,373
4. Washington
6-1 1,276
7
5. Louisville
2
6-1 1,143
6. Ohio St

PA

IRONMAN TRIATHLON

21,

229
128
176
161

8
7-0 1,063
7 Neorieka
9
6-0 1,063
8 Baylor
6
6-1 1,037
9. Taxes A&M
6-0 967 12
16 to
tc
Viiir
nk
5-2 960 10
11.
5-2 725 13
12 FlorlOs St
7-0 716 14
13. Baba St
5-1 664 15
14. Honda
5-2 641 21
15. Aubum
5-2 626 16
l& Oklahoma
7-1 584 19
17. Utei
5-2 572 18
16 Tennessee
5-2 352 25
19. LSU
8-0 349 20
20. IV Michigan
6-2 328 22
21. North Carolina
5-1 251 24
72. Nrry
6-2 337 MR
23. Colorado
1113 MR
5-2
24. Penn St.
5-2 110 PIR
25. Virginia Tech
Others receiving votes. irreshinglon St 64,
Houston 67, Oklahoma St 62, Manias 14, boy
6, Southern Cal 5. Sari Diego 51. 2. Pittsburgh 2,
SMU
SCORX
Rawls
COAST
Louisville 54, NC Slate 13
Syracuse 28, Boston College 20
North Carolina 35, Virginia 14
60UTTEASTER11
South Carolina 34, Maas 28
Alabama 33, Texas A&M 14
Middle Tennessee 51, Missoun 45
Auburn 56,Arluirises 3
Vanderbilt 35, Tennessee St 17
Kentucky 40, Missiseum St 38
LSI.' 38. Mississippi 21
CONKRBICE USA
North Texas 35, Army 18
Rice 65, Prairie View 44
Middle Tennessee 51, Missouri 45
Charlotte 27, Marshall 24
UTSA 49, UTEP 46,501
Louisiana Tech 44,FL 24
W Kentucky 59, Old Dominion 24

t=

Zobrist's leadoff double in
the seventh finished Kluber,
From Page 9A
and Cleveland loaded the bases with no outs against Miller
He was pitching on six days' on Schwarber's walk and Javirest this time, and his two-seam er Baez's single. Pinch-hitter
fastball was darting through the Willson Contreras flied to Rajai
strike zone. He was helped by Davis in short center, and Davis
plate umpire Larry Vanover, threw home rather than double
whose generous calls on the low, up Schwarber, who had strayed
outside corner contributed to far off second.
11 called strikeouts, six against
Using his intimidating slider.
Cubs batters.
Miller struck out Addison RusKluber struck out nine in sell and David Ross to escape
six innings and walked none. the jam, then fanned Schwarber
He stranded Ben Zobrist after a to strand runners at the corners
leadoff double in the second and in the eighth, his 46th pitch.
David Ross following a one-out Miller has thrown 20 scoreless
single in the third.
innings in postseason play, inKyle Schwarber, making a cluding 13 2/3 innings with 24
surprise return in his first big strikeouts this year.
league game since tearing knee
Allen completed Cleveland's
ligaments on April 7, doubled fourth postseason shutout and
off the right-field wall in the second in a row.
fourth — a drive kept in by a
Ramirez also had three hits
stiff wind on a 50-degree night. each for the Indians, who beat
Kluber -then got Baez to fly out. Toronto in the ALCS despite hit-

•GAME 1

first lronman triathlon
challenge."
Some injuries to her hamstring and back in her 20s meant
that after completing three marathons, she had to lay off of the
long-distance running for years.
However, in the past five years.
Bayberry slowly increased her
mileage and built up her strength
through daily physical therapy
and yoga exercises.
"I went from only being able
to run a 5K a few years back to
signing up for my first Half IronMan in 2014. This required me
to be able to run 13.1 miles and
I didn't know if I would be able
to do it in time for the race. I
considered that I may have to
walk the distance. Fortunately.
my careful training came together and that race went fine. The
same went for the IronMan. I
hadn't done a marathon since
doing the NY Marathon in 2001.
Chattanooga
Although
doesn't have laa fields, a heat
wave meant that there was a record high of 95+ that day and a
third of the participants dropped
out of 2700.
"Fortunately, I am not very
sensitive to the heat and I did
everything right as far as hydrating and taking in electroSubmttted Photo lytes. I had no issues in the river
Murray native Bayberry Lanning Shah finishes her first swim and the rolling bike course
so I enjoyed the
IronMan triathlon on September 25th in Chattanooga, Ten- was beautiful,
careful to eat
was
and
scenery
complete.
to
nessee, taking 14 hours
enough over the 7 hour ride.
Starting out on the run in the
Special to the Ledger
"Dad was an early pioneer heat of the day was daunting
in endurance sports," says Ms. but I was greeted by a crowd of
Bayberry Lanning Shah, a Shah, "He completed 96 mar- supporters including my Mom,
past Murray native completed athons and 93 triathlons before sisters, close friends and my No
her first IronMan Sept 25th in his untimely passing away in Boundaries teammates. That
Chattanooga. Tennessee.
1995. I'll never catch up to the gave me a lift so I then focused
An IronMan triathlon con- number of marathons he did but on running from aid station to
sists of a 2.4 mile swim, 116 I've done 59 triathlons so far aid station. Each mile, there
mile bike ride and a marathon and I'm only 44 so it is possi- were enthusiastic volunteers,
run (26.2 miles).
ble I could eventually do 93 if often dressed in crazy costumes
It took her a total of 14 hours I keep at it. I am still amazed and handing out all the liquids,
and 10 mins to complete, well at how well Dad did in Kona. ice and snacks needed."
under the 16:15 cut off. This He finished in 14 hours in a race
"It was past lOpm when I fihad been a long-term goal for that is known to be really tough nally ran down the finish shoot
Ms. Shah.
with 30MPH winds during the and heard, "Bayberry Shah.
"The IronMan had always bike and running through lava YOU Are an IRONMAN!" It
been in the back of my head as fields. It was also 1983," she was an amazing feeling and al• a kind of 'holy grail' but 1 never added.
though I wish Dad could have
thought I could accomplish
"Imagine the advances we been there cheering, I know he
Bayberry's father. Dr. Adam B. have made in training tech- was. I talked to him all day and
Lanning, 111 had been the first niques and equipment since leaned on him during the toughMurrian to complete the Iron- then. I was proud to come close est parts. He always said that
Man and he did so at the World to his time and it is great to now what doesn't destroy you makes
Championships in Kona. Ha- truly empathize with what he you stronger. Well, I'm feeling
had to do to complete such a pretty strong right now."•
waii twice in the mid 80s.

•NBA
From Page 9A
.... PG Brandon Jennings,signed
in the offseason, scored seven
points in 22 minutes.
Tristan Thompson was scoreless and had six rebounds in 21
minutes.... Rookie G Kay Felder
is going through concussion pro-

tocol after being injured in practice last week.
NOT THIS TIME
The Knicks spoiled James'
return to Cleveland on opening
night two years ago with a 9590 win. Anthony was the game's
high scorer with 25 points. Irving led Cleveland with 22'
while James scored 17.

ONO PALLEY
Warm St 40 E. Mai 38
Tenneeme Tedi 21,68 libeemin St
Jecksomille*24,1 Kenitra, 7
Georgia St 31, UT Malin 6
Meter 41 Amin Posy 34
Ventierolt 35, Tennessee St 17

AUTO RACING
IIMICAll
SPAM Cup
Nallmones 800
Similers
SuporlposIersy
NA.
Lip MN*UNmiss
Mort esillmi hi perestIlm1
1.(1JcayLovFOrd.1V2Nes,Or44
polite
2. 954 erten Scott, Font 192,0,36.
3.Z Denny limb,Toyota, 192,0, 36
4-rn Kurt MO,Chemist., 192. 0. 37
5. Rldry ftenhouss Jr, Ford, 192,0,37
9114 Lawn, Chrwolet, 192. 0, X
&
Kevin Herrick Citevroiet, 192,0, 34
7
8.(26)Mc Moen* Ford, 192,0, 33.
9 (9)Augen Ellion, Chemist 192,0,33
10.(33 A.1 Almondinger, Chevrolet, 192,0,31
11 (151 Ryan Olney,Ford,192,0,31
12.(4) Chose Slott Chow** 192,0,30.
13.1101 Pied Menerd, Chew** 192. 0, 28.
14.(20)6yen PeOW111111, Chevrolet, 192,0,27
15.(5) Greg Billie, Ford, 192,0, 27.
Chevrolet, 192,0,n
16434)litcheal
17 (11)limws Boyne, Ford, 192,0,24.
18.(361 QUA Bovres, Chords!, 192,0,23
19 (23)!um lildAurn* Chevrolet, 192, 0,22.
20.1301 Danice Patrick, iftewolet, 192,0, 21
21 (31) Landon Case., Ford, 192,0, 20.
Chris Dumdum', Ford, 192,0, 19.
22.
bawds Johnson, Menai*, 192,0, II
24.( David Ream,Toyota, 192, 0, 17
25 (291 Regan Smith, Chevrolet, 192,0, 16
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tiag just .168. Zobrist had three
hit for the Cubs.
Lester gave up three runs,
six hits and three walks in 5 2/3
innings, and was rattled by Vanover's calls, barking at the umpire in the third, then stopping
for a discussion at the inning's
end.
While Arrieta went 18-8 with
a 3.W ERA during the regular
season, he struggled to a 5.01
ERA in his final four starts. He
allowed four runs over five innings in Game 3 of the NLCS.
Bauer lasted only two outs
in his ALCS when his pinkie,
cut in a drone accident, began
bleeding.
Dexter Fowler took a called
third strike from Kluber leading
off the game, becoming the first
Cubs player to bat in the Series
since Don Johnson hit into a
game-ending forceout against
Detroit's Hal New houser in
Game 7 in'1945.

MAKING FRIENDS
Noah, who has never been a
favorite of Quicken Loans Arena
fans, had a few kind words for
the city Tuesday.
"Congratulations to Cleveland," he said."Even though it's
not a vacation spot you guys got
a championship. It's well-deserved.". MI

2

Fri

2

HARRIS
11.1 I.iate A %fiction

Quaint 3 bedroom house on large lot with trees and pond. The
inside has been remodeled but has the charm ofan older home.
Priced is reduced and seller is motivated to sell.

. 11111111111W
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NOW CARRYING

11101Arelm
BATTERIES
AUTO • MOWER •TRACTOR • MARINE • ATV

MORNING NEWSPAPER CARRIER
The Murray Ledger &Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for a Newspaper Delivery Carrier to assist in the
morning distribution. Papers are delivered early mornings6 days per
week. Must have dependable transportation,valid driver's license, current
vehicle insurance,ability to work early morning hours,Saturdays and
some holidays, physically able to lift bundles of newspapers repetitively.

Apply at location.
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, Ky 42071
The Murray Ledger & nmes is an equal opportunity employer.
64estions or comments can be directed to 2704'53-1916.

AUTO
&
HOME
MURRAY
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
wriv.murrayhomeandauto.com
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BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Nick'P
PUBLIC Notice of Sale

Murray Ledger &11
Classified
ciessifiedOmurrayiedger.

Notice is hereby given
that PTL Rentals will
conduct a sell of the
contents of the following rented units to satisfy rents due to PTL
Rentals. Sale will consist of the purchase of
entire contents of each
trailer with each trailer
being a separate bid.
The trailer is not included in the sale.

010

Leon
Notice
Calloway County will be conducting a Public
Auction on Friday the 28th of October, 2016.
The Auction will be conducted at 105 East
Sycamore Street and begins at 10.00 am.

Unit 43-1694
Thomas Smith

All items must be paid for at the time of the
auction. Everything Is sold AS IS.

Unit 5704
Mary Edwards
All sales will be for
cash (or personal
check) due at the close
of the sale.
Purchaser must take
possession of purchased items on the
day of the sale. The
sale will be conducted
on Tuesday, November
1, at 9:00 AM at 111
Max
Hurt
Drive,
Murray, KY 42071
020
Notice

Supporting
Breast Cancer Awareness

MURRAY
AUTO SPA
1530 N. 121 Bypass

www.murrayautospa.com

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

Betty's Bridal
Cottage
480 Morris Rd. Puryear
TN
731-247-3959

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

KY Lake Remodeling
270-436-5959
kentuckylakeremodeling.com

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
270-753-3187

Hill Appliance
Repair
270-226-0194
Travis Asphalt
270-293-4256
Fringe Benefits
Family Salon
270-759-1874

rR

Key Auto Parts
1850 St. At. 121 S.

Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060

Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatelobs.CQM
Womentmenonties encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity M/F/D. AA employer

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Fl
.Clerk
AossantiPsysills

270-753-9505

Matthew Imea
itec Pre-Arrangern,
5peciallet & Funerai 0,rec.
.ginbirq-

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Spring Creek Health Care &
Rehabilitation Center in Murray, KY has
openings for Food Service Aides. The

11111Lcs

starting salary is $12.00 an hour.
Spring Creek has a highly-skilled staff
who focuses on providing our residents

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

specialized quality care to live a full,

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

healthy life.

If you are person whose
passion is caring for others then we
would love for you to join our team.
Please go to our website

210

www.murrayhospital.org to apply.
We offer competitive wages and benefits.
EOE

VISSINNE
Nift_JR.RAN-CAL.L.CAMAY

Firewood

320
Apertments For Rent

FIREWOOD For Sale
& Delivered. $60.00 a
rick. Call 270-293-7893

2BR, 1BA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259

For Rent
Houses For Rent

LOOKING for a Class A
cdi truck driver/concrete
laborer.
Requirements: Class A
odl, must be willing to
travel, hauling large
equipment to job sites,
concrete laborer experience preferred, physical and drug test
mandatory. Full time
position. Apply at 236
Flint Rd Murray, Ky.

CRACKER Barrel hiring grill cooks, servers,
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
jobs.crackerbarrel.com
Benefits after 30 days

DISCLAIMER

Cash paid for good,
used guns

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn,
you will be redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnet work.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Help Wanted

to Buy
GOOD used 12 Vol
Power Wheel. 270437-3015 or 270-4931068.

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

1
1
1
1
a

I.
Used stove, fndge,
carpeting, windows,
doors, electric
baseboard
heaters,
gas heaters, A/C units,
etc. 270-753-4109.

3BR 2BA, Duplex wlih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423
3BR, 2BA, in Great
Neighorhood. 1800 B.
Valley Dr. $765.
270-753-8242 Call or
Text
Apartments,
Duplexes
Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St. I
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Heanng Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity. titt

150
Articles
For Sale
Straw $3.50/ bale.
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352
060
Help Minted

41b.

MARQUETTE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

Marquette Transportation Company,L1_0 one otthe Itidustris
marine &antipode's, is seeking a Finance Clerk — Acoounts Payablifor

www.garlandrentals.com

CROSSROADS
LANDSCAPING
270-293-3406
Armstrong
Cleaning

the Paducah,KY office.
Principal Responses:
•
Responsible for invoices using paperiess system.
•
Respernsibis for reconciling it:counts to the general ledger.
•
Responsible for mondrend accruals and reporting.
•
Responsible for reviewing and reconciling vendor stalemenis,
•
Responsibki for answering/returning vendor cells.
OusiMeadons:
•
Ninimurn of three (3) years high volume accounts
payable expensive.
Aseocista's degree prebend.
Papules,AP experfeeve is a plus
MINN to wuityze financial data.

270-206-2517

Thank you for your business'

PRE-PLANNING

36R,
IBA,
Brick
Souteast of Murray
$600 month $600
deposit.
Serious
Inquires Only. 270-8043260 after 4:30pm
Storage Rentals

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
( 270)753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
8.00-400
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1633 60213

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'

Gt -=g,

Cali 270-7S3-9999

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #711
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

Storage Rentals

Storage Rentals

JBEA,
ci

is
SZ
rititoi4
4/7 Surveillance •
.11192
812 WhItnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

270-753-5518

Garland Rental
& Development

Ov.ned Operated by The McClure s
270-753-9224

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Food Service Aides
$12.00 an Hour

060
Help Wanted

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Accountant 815.73/hr

Unit 53-535
Tony Clinton

There will be items from the Fiscal Court, the
Sheriff's Office and the Jail available to bid on.

_ •

111 MURRAY STATE
V UNIVERSITY

Visit us online at
www.SBGproperty corn
or
www inurrAykylentals.com

RGL Storage, LLC

For all your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
•Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
•MBC Stange - 1900 N. 12th
Light, EJectricity and 24,'"'

e

•Garland Rental Bog & Mini-Store - Hwy.94E
Climate Control
I
Mitt CAlif Of YOUR STORACE NEEDS!
1900A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office- 270-753-2905 Fax- 270-753 9505
• gariandrentals
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Commerical Prop. For Rent

Commerical Prop. For Rent
Office Space for Rent
or Lease.
NOW Available
former sylvan location
606 Main Street.
Contact: Parker Ford
General Manager'
Wende 270-753-5273
Commerical Prop. For Rent

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
FOR RENT
1314 SYCAMORE ST.
901-517-4147

640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

Marquette offers a compatiltve salary, comprehensive benefits anda 401k

plan. Send resume to pduttonenctiquelestrana.core
El9b04 at rnsugusesponcoom
Wilf

9
4 D.G Landscaping

• imenam •

SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS
FULL TIME, DAY SHIFT EMPLOYEE,
SCOREBOARD ASSEMBLY/PACKAGING

270-978-7157

I

Assembly position may include fabricating metal parts, installation of
components, wiring and digits, applying graphics to finished scoreboards'
or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small hand tools are required
a
to assemble our product. Must be able to lift up to 40 lbs

Hughes Appliance &
Electrical Repair
270-226-9398

Darrell

_I

Beane Auctions
270-435-4420 or
270-227-3959

darrellbeaneauctions.com

The successful candidate is a self-motivated team player:
detail oriented and takes pride in the quality of their work.
Having electronic skills is a plus
Spoilable Scoreboards offers a competitive wage and comprehensive
• benefit package. Advancement opportunities are offered to individuals
who share our positive commitment to meeting company goals

Email resumes to: mfg recruiting0scoreboard 1.com
or
Apply at: 106 Max Hurl Drive, Murray Ky
•
•
•
•

25 WORD CLASSIFIED
ONLY $15.00
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DOG Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

Expenence

Licensed &
Insured

270.206.2517

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

41/11111117
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

OW PROZ •
• FALL LEAF CLEAN UP I

I
I• Renidential/Commercial
•• Locally Owned/operated I

FALL SCRLI9 TRIMMING'

.

ImilestrtaUtereataUlleshisatial
lames C. Gallows

.

•

•

W.OECMURKAY.COM
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flowing Ad Nonce
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LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAP REMOVAL
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

••

('2q0)

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

411-7efickleanita_

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE

293-4020

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
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H..n Frame
C2.70)227-3140
(270)474-0323

$12 SINGLE SPACE
$18 DOUBLE SPACE

270-293-3406

fircer-rad-rnwan-1

*Dusting *Bathrooms
Murray Area
L
27p-9701762

MOOre'S

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

Jeff Moore
23,-289412.33

•"ry, & MaSte,L3r1.
. k-_eut.e.0

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

V

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

0

0
A
A

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

A
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By Dave Green
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A

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers The obrect a to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
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GAME CENTER

Roof Repair / New Roof
'Shingles *Metal *Rubber
Roofs
Guaranteed Leak Fixes
Free Estimates

Engagement's

days left in t
Today's H

Sand 4 Mulch

*Drywall 'Painting
•Tile .Flooring 'Deck,

ownedoperated

By tin

Today is 'V
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Your Septic Needs
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'Home Improvenouv
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KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING,COM
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HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
6 TRUCKING

Will Do Insurance Work
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rimming Tree
Removal
4.icensed S Insured
Free Esernelas
270-753-IKE
18733)

Weddings

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Water Damaged Roors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Pkrrbing

weekly 8 special pickups

nry i

Serving
West Kentucky

LIC

• New Construction
• Remodels
• DryWall $ Painting
• Licensed Insured
• Fire ft Water
Restoration
• free Estimates
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Looking Back

Y.

2071

Ten years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rutledge
were honored with a dinner and
dance party at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.
Murray-Calloway County's Director of Critical Care Services Jeanne
Mathis, Dortha Stubblefield, Sarah Keith with the American Heart
Association, MCCH Director of
Cardiopulmonary John Weatherly,
Dick Weaver, MCCH's Vice President for Human Resources Keith
Travis, hospital vascular technician
Jan Cooper and Erika Ross with the
American Heart Association pose
with Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins as he signs a
proclamation declaring Oct. 28 as
Heart Walk Day.
The Calloway County High
School Laker Band took first place
honors in Class AAAA,preliminary
competition at the Hopkinsville Invitational Contest receiving a distinguished rating. Pictured are Amber
McCallum, Megan Futrell, Cory
Mullins, Heather Collins, Jonathan
Higgins and Logan Dowdy.
The Calloway County High School
volleyball team held its awards
banquet and those presented with
awards included Emily McKnight,
Amanda Schroader, Teala Penick,
Abby Kelly, Alley Hendon, Brittnee
Dietz, Kailey Stone, Samantha Darnell, Taylor Stallings, Leanne Luther and Allison Rogers.
Twenty years ago
Tennessee Valley Authority Director William Kennoy paid his first
visit to Murray this week and is
pictured meeting with Murray State
University President Dr. Kern Alexander.
Calloway County seniors Josh
McKeel, Russell Lencki and Craig
Butler are pictured sharing an
emotional moment after the No. 7
Lakers knocked off No. 6 Paducah
Tilghman 36-26. It was Calloway's
first-ever win over PTHS and secured a first-round home playoff
game for the Lakers.
Pictured is Murray High quarterback O'Shea Hudspeth as he tries
to turn the corner against a pair of
Ballard Memorial defenders in the

Girlfriend still in closet is
taking her time to come out

fourth quarter of a district game at
'1), Holland Stadium, a 28-12 Murray win.
Thirty years ago
Murray High senior defensive
tackle Troy Underwood is shown
sacking the Caldwell County quarterback in the Tigers 6-0 win at Ty
Holland Field.
Phil Powell recently donated a remarqued print to Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice President Steve Zea.
The print will be on permanent display in the Chamber Centre.
Murray State Racer quarterback
Mike Proctor is shown heaving a
pass in the 23-16 win over Tennessee Tech.
District Judge David Buckingham
is shown making a presentation to a
group of Calloway County Middle
School seventh and eighth graders
on the topic of drugs and the law.
CMS students pictured are Roger
Aims, John Parker, Greg Milton,
Pam Bucy, Dale McCallon,Tammy
Mahan and Eddie Rehmus.
Forty years ago
Psychic David Joy entertained participants at the Fall Travel Conference which opened at Kenlake State
Park.
Marine Cpi. Robert D. Yeager, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John L. Finley of
Murray, participated in exercise
"Bonded Item" in the North Sea.
Fifty years ago
Alpha Gamma Delta, international
fraternity for college and university
women, will install its 95th chapter at Murray State University the
weekend of Oct. 28-30.
Tony Thomas, Melissa Trevathan,
Ben Humphrey,Paula Allbritten and
Betsy Sprunger, all of Murray, have
been elected to class offices at Murray State University.
Sixty years ago
Don Gilbert, Robert Young, Max
Morgan, James Enix and Billie
Bazzell, all of Calloway County,
are among 11 pledges of Company
G., Third Regiment of the national
honor society of Pershing Rifles at
Murray State College.

DEAR ABBY: I'm a lesbian
currently dating a woman who is
still in the closet. She now identifies as bisexual. We have been dating for about a year.
The issue is that she is still in
contact with
a lot of her
ex -boyfriends.
I
exdon't
pect her to
come out of
closet
the
on my time.
However,
I do have a
problem with
Dear Abby
her talking
by
ex-boyto
Abigail
friends when
they
don't
Van Buren
know she's
in a relationship. She thinks I'm overreacting.
However, she has admitted that
she'd have a problem with me
talking to exes and not bringing up
the fact I'm in a relationship.
She has finally admitted that I
am a friend and introduced me to
her family and one other friend. It
took a lot of work to get that far.
I am demanding that she acknowledge -- at the very least -- that she
is in a relationship. I'm not demanding she tell them it's with a
girl. I don't want to date someone
who is ashamed of me.
Most of the time when she talks
to an ex, new romantic interests
don't seem to come up. I would
prefer that she tell them right away,
although she argues it isn't the
right time to randomly bring it up
in a conversation. I no longer trust
her to care more about my feelings
than her interests. Should I say
goodbye to this one? -- DATING
IN SILENCE
DEAR DATING IN SILENCE: Yes. If, after a year of
dating, your girlfriend is still hiding your relationship, I think that's
exactly what you should do. LGBT
people come out in their own way,

upstate New York, connecting Lake
Erie and the Hudson River.
In 188 I ,the "Gunfight at the O.K.
Corral" took place in Tombstone,
Arizona.
In 1949, President Harry S. Truman signed a measure raising the
minimum wage from 40 to 75 cents
an hour.
In 1958, Pan American Airways
flew its first Boeing 707 jetliner
from New York to Paris in 8 hours
and 41 minutes.
In 1965, The Beatles received
MBE medals as Members of the

Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire from Queen Elizabeth II at
Buckingham Palace.
In 1984,"Baby Fae," a newborn
with a severe heart defect, was given the heart of a baboon in an experimental transplant in Loma Linda.
California.(Baby Fae lived 21 days
with the animal heart.) In 2001, President George W.
Bush signed the USA Patriot Act,
giving authorities unprecedented
ability to search, seize, detain or
eavesdrop in their pursuit of possible terrorists.

••••••

DEAR ABBY: For the last seven years I have been in a long-distance relationship. I see him every
three months. He is divorced and a
workaholic. I love him very much,
and he says he also loves me.
I had put a tattoo of his name
on my hip. This time when he
visited. I showed it to him. When
I did, he was shocked. He said he
was flattered, but thought it was "a
bit much." Then he said he would
never tattoo someone's name on
himself unless he first asked permission.
I told him that I really love him,
and even if something happened
and we broke up for some reason
that it was all right. I said I am 60
years old, and it was my body and
my decision, and that I did it for
myself because I will never love
another man the way I love him.
Abby, do you think I should
have asked him first? Do you think
maybe he doesn't love me as much
as he says he does? Please help me
understand this. -- TATTOO IN
SAN DIEGO
DEAR TATTOO: You are an
adult, and at age 60 you should not
have to ask ANYone's permission
to get a tattoo. If, after seven years,
you see this man only every three
months, it should be plain by now
that he's not interested in a closer
relationship.
Most men would be flattered that
you got the tattoo, unless they were
afraid it might somehow reveal that
you are lovers. Are you absolutely
sure this man is divorced? Your situation is so peculiar that it's time
, you did some double-checking.
Better late than never.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips,and was founded
by her mother,Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DOCTOR K: The other day I swaddled my niece before
putting her down for her nap. My
sister told me that's dangerous.
Really?
DEAR READER: My colleague
Dr.
Claire McCarthy. assistant professor
of
pediatrics
at Harvard
Medical
School, confirmed that
your sister is
Dr. Komaroff right.
To swadby
dle a baby
Dr. Anthony is to wrap
Komaroff
cloth (such
as blankets
or large towels) tightly around the
baby, making it harder for the infant to move his or her arms and
legs. My mother said that when I
was an infant, I used to bang on
the bars of my crib with my hands
and feet. I guess,even at 6 months
old, I longed for freedom and independence. Or maybe I was just
ornery. In any event, when I got
that way,she swaddled me.
Perhaps you have swaddled
your babies and with no ill effects.
In fact, swaddling has been part
of caring for babies for centuries
-- millennia, really. It makes a
baby feel like he's back inside the
womb,or being snuggled close. It
calms many babies and helps them
sleep better.
It also can really help some parents get their babies to fall and stay
asleep on their backs. And that's
what pediatricians recommend to
help prevent sudden infant death
syndrome,or SIDS, which is more
likely when babies sleep on their
stomachs. Babies who are swaddled are also less likely to startle
themselves awake.
But there are downsides to
swaddling. Because swaddling

keeps the legs together and
straight, it can increase the risk
of hip problems. And if the fabric used to swaddle a baby comes
loose, it can increase the risk of
suffocation.
The most recent warning about
swaddling comes from a study
published in the journal Pediatrics. Although swaddling can help
babies to sleep on their backs,
that's not what parents sometimes
do. The study found that when
swaddled babies were put on their
sides or bellies, instead of their
backs, their risk of SIDS went up
a lot. For those put on their bellies, especially babies more than 6
months old, the risk doubled.
The study can't tell us exactly
why the risk doubled. But one can
imagine that a tightly swaddled
baby might not be able to get her
head up if she started having trouble breathing. And if that swaddling blanket came loose and she
was face down,it also might make
smothering more likely.
Here's what parents should consider when they think about swaddling:
-- Always put your baby to
sleep on his back. This is true no
matter what, but is especially true
if he is swaddled.
-- Make sure that whatever you
are using to swaddle can't come
loose.
-- Babies' legs need to be able
to bend up and out at the hips for
healthy development. If your baby
is going to spend a significant
amount of time swaddled, use a
swaddling sleep sack that lets the
legs move. It may not be quite as
effective in calming the baby, but
it is safer for the baby's hips.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor al Harvard Medical School.)

Hints From Nololso

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 26, the
300th day of 2016. There are 66
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 26, 1861, the legendary
Pony Express officially ceased operations, giving way to the transcontinental telegrfill. (The last run of
the Pony Express was completed the
following month.)
On this date:
In 1774, the First Continental
Congress adjourned in Philadelphia.
In 1825,the Erie Canal opened in
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in their own time. If this difference
in where the two of you are is a
deal-breaker, you should move on
and find someone more compatible

Swaddling babies is
not always safe
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FREEZING GARLIC HAS 'A-PEEL'
Dear Heloise: This may be a hint that many
are aware of already, but it is new to me: freezing entire BULBS OF GARLIC. I never realized
how much easier it makes the garlic to peel, because the skin falls right off! It's also easier to
slice when it's so cold. Finally, you can remove as many
cloves as you need and simply refreeze the rest for use
another day. No more wasted
garlic that has gone bad. -Ellen P., via email
You can freeze garlic bulbs
(whole), or you can chop it
and wrap it in a plasticfreezer-safe bag or plastic wrap.
by
With garlic as an ingredient
in
so many dishes, it makes
Heloise
sense to keep some in the
freezer. -- Heloise
SOUP STOCK
Dear Heloise: I like to make chicken and turkey stock in large quantities. I remove grease
from the stock by placing slices of bread on top
when the soup has slightly cooled. Once the
grease is absorbed, I can lift out the bread onto a
plate, grease and all. -- Paula K. in Florida
Great hint, and soup stock is a staple food to
keep stored in the freezer (especially this time
of year as the weather gets cooler). Would you
like to try some of my closest friends' and family's soup recipes? Order one of my Heloise's
Spectacular Soups pamphlets by going online to
www.Heloise.com, or by sending $5 and a long,

self-addressed, stamped (68 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Soups, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio,
7X 78279-5001. Make soups creamier by adding
mashed potatoes or rice! -- Heloise
CANDY PICNIC
Dear Heloise: To keep the kids from eating too
much candy, my wife came up with a candy picnic. After a week of one or two daily Halloween
sweets, they put out a blanket, dump the bounty
and eat as much as they want for 30 minutes while
giggling. The remaining candy goes to work with
a parent for all to share. The kids don't feel cheated, and everyone else gets a treat when they visit
the office. Much better than "young me" hoarding
candy until the Easter Bunny came. -- Tony C.,
via email
CANNING HINT
Dear Heloise: When canning a product, I write
the year on the lid so I know what year it was processed. When I use the product and the canning
jar is empty, I save the lid. After cleaning the jar,
ring and jar lid, I let it air-dry. I then replace the
ring and lid on the jar. This saves the jar from getting chipped and also keeps the jar clean so that
the next time I want to use the jar for canning, it
requires little cleaning. At that time, I throw away
the used lid. -- Sandy F., St. Mary's, Pa.
SPATULA STIR
Dear Heloise: I have given up on stirring soups,
spaghetti sauce and chili with a spoon. I've found
that a spatula works much better at getting into
the corners. -- Kelly H. in Florida
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 27, 2016:
This year you will be especially verbal about what
you want. You also will enjoy batting around ideas
with someone who has the same drive as you. If
you are single, use care with people you meet. You
could meet someone who poses as some other
type of person. Be a bit cynical before you decide
to date. If you are attached, the two of you benefit
from taking time away from the daily grind. By
putting yourselves in a new environment, you will
continue to grow and understand each other even
more. LIBRA is a wonderful healer for you.
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ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Read between the lines, though you are
likely to hear the complete story later in the day
anyway. You'll have enough morsels to work with
that you can decide what to do. You might choose
to let someone else run with the ball.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Recognize that you are just one person
with a limited amount of energy. You can't always
challenge others, even if you disagree with them.
Your sense of humor comes through in several
discussions today. Allow someone else to call the
shots.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have a way of drawing others toward
you. Your sense of humor allows you to play with
a serious idea that has long-term implications By
lightening up the discussion, you'll allow someone
else to express his or her ideas.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Listen to others'feelings about a personal
matter Youll have a challenge merging together
different views and coming to an agreement. But
it can happen, with your energy and ideas. A child
or new love interest could occupy your thoughts.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You have a lot to share, but for some
reason you can't seem to drive your points home.
Recognize the futility of continuing as you have
been. Frustration could set in. Let go of this issue
for now. Your timing might be off.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Defer to others if you can't handle a
loved one's demands. You might try to initiate a
discussion. Find a place where you both can be
happy. Try to keep the conversation open, and
don't corner this person into a certain position.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You can see what is going on, and you
understand the symbolism of what is happening.
Trying to explain your perspective to someone else
could be futile at best. Listening might be the only
way past the problem. Try to see where this person
is coming from.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might want to share more openly with
someone who can identify with where you are
coming from. You also might want to make sure
that this person can keep a secret. You'll see that
there are more ways around a hassle than you had
originally thought.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Zero in on a key statement in a discussion;
realize that these words carry a lot of weight.
Understand what is happening with a friend. This
person's words will enlighten you to his or her
issues. Be more open, and he or she will feel safer
with you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A conversation carries more power than
you'd thought. Be open to a changing situation.
You might not want to adjust any more than you
need to. Touch base with various individuals in
your life. You could opt to bring them together in
the near future.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Listen, but also note what is not being said.
A lot is going on behind the scenes. it could be
difficult to reverse direction at this point in time.
You might feel as if you can't make headway with
someone who rigidly holds a particular view.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could be looking at a situation from a
new perspective. A discussion will inspire you to
take on a more empathetic view. Detach in order
to understand where others are coming from.
Express your caring. Reassess a recent decision
you made.
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EXTRA $500 BONI'S CASH ON CAMRY?
USE THE BONUS CASH AND GET
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36
$
$2,500
$1,899
APR FINANCING

TOTAL BONUS CASH

MONTHS

• 72 monthly payments of $1389 per $1000 borrowed

-or- Lease A New 2017 CANBY SE
6-Speed AT ECT-i 4-Door Sedan Model #2546

-or-
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MONTHS

• 60 monthly payments of $1667 per $1000 borrowed

JUST ANNOUNCED! ANY NEW 2017 RAV4
APR FINANCING FOR 60 MONTHS
OCT. 19-31 ONLY • 60 monthly payments of $17 05 per $1000 borrowed. Excludes Hybrids.

-or- Lease A'New 201811114111,4 LE
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New 2016 COROLLA $ P1LUS
CVTI-S 4-Door Sedan Model #I864

.4r6 Lease A

36
$2,199
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Cast all
[God] b€
YOU.

MONTH LEASE

t.ss at signing Inciudes
B1,000 TF9 Lease Subvenlion Cash

DUE AT SIGNING

CUSTOMER CASH

2016 CAMRY
$3,000
tf.KLUIDES Hrtortns,
uois isee BONUS CASH OCT 21-31 ONLY
2016 AVALON
$2,500

Travis

• EVOLUTIONARY • ADVANCED
• STYLISHLY DESIGNED • SOPHISTICATED
• FUN TO DRIVE • RELIABLE

PER MONTH
2016 Corolla SE shown with available options.

$3,799

DUE AT SIGNING

2017
COROLLA
_

MONTHS

72 monthly payments of $13.89 per $1000 borrowed.

MONTH LEASE

Due at signing includes $250 IFS Lease Subvention Cash. 2016 Highlander Limited shown with available
options.

2016 COROLLA

APR FINANCING

9

6-Speed AT ECT-i 4-Door AVVD SUV Model #6953

'Due at signing includes $600 TFS Lease Subvention Cash. 2016 RAV4 Limited shown with available
options.

for 2
C7

MONTHS

-or- Lease A New 2016 HIGHLANDER XLE

6-Speed AT ECT-i 4-Door FWD SUV Model #4430

MONTH LEASE

for

!
A
PR
FINANCING

2016 COROLLA
2016 PRIUS c
2016 TUNDRA CrewMax
2016 TUNDRA Reg&Dbl
2017 PRIUS v
2017 SIENNA
•

$1,500
$1,500
$1,250
$1,000
$1,000

LIMITED TERM
APR FINANCING
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NOW IN STOCK?
ON SELECT
NEW TOYOTAS
2016 AVALON GAS • 2016 AVALON HYBRID
2016 CAMRY GAS • 2016 CAMRY HYBRID
2017 CAMRY GAS • 2017 CAMRY HYBRID
2016 COROLLA • 2016 PRIUS LIFTBACK
2016 PRIUS c • 2016 PRIUS v • 2016 RAV4 GAS
2016 RAV4 HYBRID • 2016 HIGHLANDER GAS

FOR ALL TOYOTA OF ERS

ToyotaCare
TOYOTA

buyatoyota.com

No Cool Sur srd.w & ROIK1S.AP"

Every New Toyota
Comes With ToyotaCare.
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY?

TOYOTA OF MURRAY

65

1301 South 12th 'Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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